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SUMMARY
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RDA is developing the Distributed Command and Control
System (DCCS) for the 9th Infantry Division at Ft. Lewis,
Washington, which is also the headquarters of the I Corps,
the parent organization. 	 The development of an automated C 2
system stimulated additional interest at I Corps in develop-
ing an automated CPX support system in order to provide a
more realistic stimulus to DCCS than could be achieved with
the existing manual-system. 	 The Jet Propulsion Laboratory
contracted RDA to perform a preliminary design of an auto-
mated CPX system to support corps--!level exercises. 	 The
period of performance was two months, and the total effort
U.1 corresponded roughly to one labor year, including a sub-
contract from RDA to Technical Solutions Incorporated of
El Paso.	 The effort comprised four tasks: 	 collecting and
documenting user requirements, developing a preliminary
^"i 4J system design, defining a program plan, and evaluating the
suitability of the TRASANA FOURCE computer model.
r
We collected user requirements through technical dis-
cussions with I Corps and III Corps.	 We prepared draft
descriptions that were modified in response to comments
from these organizations.	 This cycle was repeated several
times.	 We also considered the requirements described in a
USREDCOM document.	 Our final report on this task, which is
bound as the first part of this document, highlights points
of similarity and difference among the sets of requirements.
USREDCOM is primarily concerned with exercising staff pro-
cedures for joint missions. 	 I Corps is concerned with issues
of tactics, equipment, and procedures related to the High
Technology Test Bed (HTTB). Therefore, some of the detailed
IW	 I Corps requirements are not germane to the USREDCOM mission.
jjF.
rIn the second task, we performed functional analysis of
the requirements and derived a preliminary system design.
We restricted this analysis to the I Corps subset of the
requirements; for example, we did not examine-the USREDCOM
requirements to support an Air Force wing. We developed a
functional design, defined a distributed processing archi-
tecture, estimated the number of work stations needed to
support the various groups of role players, and selected
example computer components as _a basis for estimating costs.
The final report for this task is bound as the second section
of this document.-
In the third task, we developed a preliminary program
plan to aid decision makers in scoping the potential effort.
We recommend an evolutionary approach that provides incre-
mental levels of capability. In this way the users gain
early experience in working with an automated system, thereby
developing insights into the potential impact of such a system
on their exercise plans and procedures. Furthermore, the
developer benefits by using feedback from the users to improve
the system design. The final report for this task is bound
as the third section of this document.
In the fourth task, we evaluated the potential suitability
of the Command; Control, Communications, and Combat Effective-
ness (FOURCE) model as a kernel for the combat.simulation
program within a CPX support system. FOURCE is a systemic
division-level model that has been used extensively for Cost
and Operational Effectiveness Analysis (COEA) in both the
United States and the United Kingdom. FOURCE differs from
other models in its explicit representation of the message
flow among echelons, which could be useful in developing the
stimulus to the staff being exercised. We performed a high-
level analysis of the FOURCE models and software structure,
developed a technical approach . for adapting FOURCE to an
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.interactive environment, and evaluated in detail one example
' modification.	 Our final report on this task is bound as the
fourth section of this document.	 RDA retained Technical
Solutions Incorporated (TSI) to provide an independent
assessment of the effort needed to modify FOURCE for inter-
. active use and to extend it in selected areas.
	
The TSI final
report, which was produced under subcontract to RDA, is bound'
as a separate report.
The following reports are bound sequentially in this
document:
1.	 Bordeaux, T. A., User Requirements for an Automated-
CPX Support System, RDA-TR-185500--001, October 1983.
2.	 Bordeaux, T. A., Carson, E. T., 	 Shinnick,
	
F. M.,
1. Preliminary Design for an Automated CPX Support
System, RDA-TR-185500-002, October 1983. s
,.. 3. 'Bordeaux, T. A., Carson, E. 	 T., Shinnick, F. M.
Preliminary Program Plan for Development of an
° Automated CPX Support System, RDA-TR-185500-•004, 4
October 1983.
4.	 Carson, E. T., Hepburn, C.. D., Modifying TRASANA
f`f FOURCE for Interactive. Use, RDA-TR-185500-003,
October 1983.
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PREFACE
t
1
This is the first of a series of reports on a two-month effort
to conduct a preliminary design of an automated CPX support
system.	 The effort was performed for the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory of the California Institute of Technology under
Contract No. 956622.
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USER REQUIREMENTS FOR AN AUTOMATED
CPX SUPPORT SYSTEM
1. INTRODUCTION
Current methods of conducting CPXs require inordinately large
numbers of personnel to support the exercise relative to the
numbers being exercised. Most of the support personnel get
little (if any) mission training value from the exercise.
Significant effort is devoted to interfacing with the com-
puter system supporting exercise play. Another major defi-
ciency in current CPX play is the low degree of realism in
impacts of logistics and personnel decisions on the tactical
situation. This results in inadequate attention being paid
to logistical and personnel factors in tactical, decision-
making.
It is believed that the state of the art in computers and
modeling of combat processes will support significant advan-
ces in-the conduct of CPXs.
	 An automated CPX support system
(ACSS)	 could provide a realistic, economical capability to
train personnel in .proper staff procedures.
	 Minimizing
si personnel support requirements can encourage more frequent
exercises.
	 These can be used not only for additional
training but, depending on user interests and the design of
the system, for evaluation of new equipment, tactics, organi-
zations and operational concepts.
This report documents the results of one part of an effort to
develop a preliminary design of an automated CPX support
system.	 It contains a description of the requirements for
such a system as perceived by three different potential.
users--U.S ,. Readiness Command-, I Corps and III Corps.
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IIII Corps requirements have been found to be virtually iden-
tical with some minor but not incompatible differences
resulting from differences in experiences and orientation of
the exercise staffs. Some USREDCOM requirements are signifi-
cantly different from those of an Army Corps because it has
additional units which must be exercised as part of their
training for participation as part of a joint force and
because I/III Corps have training requirements at a lower
organizational level than does REDCOM. Where unique require-
ments are discussed herein, the affected organizations are
indicated at the beginning of the paragraph in parentheses,.
e.g., (I/III Corps).
The user requirements as perceived by I and III Corps were
developed in an iterative process of discussing them with
Corps representatives, documenting the results of those
discussions, having the Corps representatives review the
documentation, and repeating the process. (There were three
iterations with I Corps and one with III Corps on the final
draft.
USREDCOM had set forth their requirements in two documents:
ri
	
	
"Systems Requirements, Joint Exercise Support System (JESS),
Operations/Combat Employment Modeling" and "Systems Require-
ments, Joint Exercise Support System (JESS) Logistics Module".
The contents of these two documents were compared with the
E
	
	
final draft of the I/III Corps user requirements to merge the
ground force requirements which, while not identical, were
r	 complementary.
1.1 The ACSS Concept 	 -
The ACSS consists of a computes system with one or more pro-.
cessors software, displays, and peripheral equipment such as
2
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printers. Simulation programs that are part of the computer
software represent the events occurring on the battlefield
t.
and their outcomes. Events simulated for Blue and Orange
include unit movements, combat actions with personnel' and
equipment losses, intelligence gathering, resupply, etc. The
system provides appropriate activity and status reports to
"player-controllers" who act as the subordinate units to the
Blue echelons being exercised and as the Orange opposing
force. * The player-controllers interact with the automated
support system to receive activity and status information
from the system and provide reports to the exercising units
in accordance with field SOP. They also direct the actions
of lower echelon units in the simulation in response to exer-
cis.ing unit direction. The playe-r s; i.e., the units being
trained during the CPX, receive reports in SOP form, perform
staff functions, make decisions and issue orders as though
they were in an actual combat environment. It is emphasized
that in this terminology, players interact with player-
controllers but not with the automated support system.
There are additional players in a joint exercise not present
in a Corps-level exercise. The major additional ones include
the Joint Force Headquarters, the Air Force Navy and Marine
elements of the joint force, and the Area Air Defense Command.
Depending on the echelon of the Air Force element, e.g., num-
bered air: force,. there also could be subordinate echelon
staffs to be trained such as air divisions and/or wings..
*Other player-controllers may be employed to represent
superior echelons and/or adjacent forces; however, they do
not interact with the simulation system. Still other player
controllers may be used to represent other participants such
as Air Force elements. They may or may not interact with the
simulation system.
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2.	 REQUIRED SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS
The following paragraphs delineate specific attributes
required of a system for assisting staff training and for
evaluating new operational and organizational concepts, new
$^ equi-pment,	 joint and combined tactics, techniques and pro-
'	 t cedures.	 Where requirements are not common to all three
agencies, those that are unique are so identified. ^l
2.1	 Organization Level Supported
The system to support I/III Corps must be able to provide
'
exercise stimulus for a Blue corps or fora Blue division.
1
When used to support a REDCOM joint exercise it must be able
to provide stimulus for an Army element up to corps size and
an Air Force element up to numbered air force size.
2.1.1	 Corps level exercises will consist of a corps CP and
CPs for up to four subordinate divisions plus corps artillery j
and COSCOM.	 The system must provide combat reporting inputs
from as man	 as four subordinate bri ades per division to theY	 g	 p
division CPs.	 The capability to represent independent bri-
gades and battalions including Army aviation units also must II^','
_ be included.	 (An echelon above corps normally will be repre-
sented by player-controllers to provide an appropriate higher
headquarters environment.) i
h" 2.1 .2
	
(I/III Corps)	 Division level exercises will consist of
a division CP plus CPs for up to four subordinate brigades j
! i including a Combat Brigade (Air Assault) plus DIVARTY and
{
DISCOM.	 Corps will normally be represented to provide an {'
higher headquartersappropriate	 environment.
	 The system
4
must provide appropriate combat reports from subordinate
battalions to the brigade CPs and to DIVARTY.
k{
2.1.3	 (I/III Corps) The system must accommodate a division- 'l
level exercise being played within a corps-level exercise.
n,
C	 2.1.4	 (REDCQM)	 Joint Force exercises will consist of a Joint p
Command CP, a Corps level exercise force 	 ( see 2.1.1), a nuia-
bered air force CP and CPs for up to four subordinate air ^	
u
wings in order to accommodate for example a fighter wing, an
attack wing, a tactical transport wing and perhaps a recce m
squadron. i
2.1.5	 The system must accommodate friendly national forces
force.being played as part of a combined
2.1.6	 The system must accommodate the opposing force for a
corps-level exercise being up to the equivalent size of a
T
Soviet Front.	 The system must accommodate the simulation
of a range of enemy forces from Warsaw Pact, SW Asian, SE
Asian, NE Asian, South/Latin American or African countries. h`
2.1.7	 ( I %III Corps)	 The opposing force for a division-level
exercise will be up to the equivalent size of a Soviet Army.
2.2	 Unit Resolution
j
f
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It is required that the system represent the battlefield
activities of units at echelons sufficiently low to be sensi-
tive to organizational composition and the tactics employed.
j
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2.2.1 The smallest Blue unit represented will be company-
size for maneuver units. *
 Artillery, ADA and other units
must be represented to a level consistent with their normal
employment. The smallest opposing force unit represented
will be the equivalent of a maneuver battalion or an
artillery battery.
2.3 Exercise Preparation
The system.must be capable of being made ready by trained
personnel fora specific exercise in less than one month and
without.excessive numbers of personnel. This requirement may
be relaxed for the first play in a new geographic area or for
a major change in rules, TOE, or performance data.
2.3.1 The system must allow for prior preparation, storage
and change of data for both sides concerning TOES; along with
weapon, vehicle and target characteristics; and geographic,
topographical and climatological factors for several exercise
scenarios. It must allow for easy extraction of data rele-
vant to the exercise and its input for the application. It
also must allow for input of units at less than full strength
with no significant additional effort and must accommodate
non-standard, modified TOES.
2.3.2 (I Corps) The system must accept simulation of develop-
mental and even future hypothetical weapon systems in addition
to currently operational ones.
s
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*'USREDCOM requires the capability to maneuver battalion/
separate company size units.
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2.3.3 The support system shall be able to accommodate player
units ( 1-TOCs, CTOCs, etc.) being fully deployed in the field
with conventional communications back to the support system
facility.
2.3.4 Communication links with the support system will be
monitored and recorded for post exercise review, scoring, and
analysis.
2.4 Headquarters Functions Supported
The ACSS in conjunction with the role-players must be capable
of providing appropriate stimulus to the functions within a
command post being exercised in a given CPX. These functions
are described below by slue staff officer position.	 Orr ange ^	 x
functions are similar, though staff organization may not be.
nr
2.4.1	 G1	 (Personnel).	 The ACSS must be able to report unit l
strength, by MOS and category (0, WO, NCO, E) 	 and changes in 4'
unit strength due to casualties (KIA,-WIA, MIA, non-battle
injuries)	 and replacements.
ti
2.4.2	 G2	 (Intelligence).	 The system must be.able to accent
tasking of all division and corps intelligence and target
acquisition assets, 	 simulating the accompli.xlment of those,
tasks and reporting the results thereof. 	 Suc;,z assets shall
include but not be limited to ground-based radars, airbourne j
MTI systems, reconnaissance aircraft and RPVs, counter-battery
radars. and unattended ground sensors. 	 The system also.must
* In the following, 	 or J can replace G
	
as appropriate.9^	 ^	 ,
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be able to provide representative weather data. The system
'	 must be able to provide appropriate order of battle data to
TACSIM.
2.4.3 G3 (operations). The system must accommodate organi-
zational changes during an exercise including task force
organizations, cross-attachments and changes of operational
control. Unit movement upon order, contact with the enemy
and direct and indirect fire must be simulated. The results
of such battlefield activities must be reported to the
appropriate role-players. Reports shall include personnel
and equipment losses and status as well as supply consumption
and status. Combat operations must be realistically affected
in the simulation by the availability of ammunition and POL
and by status of Forces and equipment on each side.
2.4.4 G4 (Logistics). The system is to be able to maintain
the status of equipment and supplies of the units controlled
and represented by the role-players. It also must simulate
resupply operations at the division-brigade and corps-division
levels. Ammunition and POL resupply operations must be simu-
lated discretely. Other supplies may be aggregated. Resupply
of combat and combat support units shall not be automatic;
i.e., it must occur only as a result of direction by person-
nel of the exercised units.. The resupply process must be
sensitive to any damage that may be inflicted by enemy
attacks.
Maintenance requirements for ground and air vehicles must be
generated both as a result of combat action and random
failures. Repair of equi pment at various echelons and return
to service :rust be simulated with realistic time factors.
8
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2.4.5 Army Aviation. It is required that Blue aviation
activities be simulated in greater detail than for the oppos-
ing force in.order to exercise the relevant staff functions.
These functions require the ACSS to simulate responses to
requests for army aviation missions. These can be fire
missions, supply missions, troop movements, or observation
missions. Assets will be controlledat the platoon level for
Army helicopters and at the individual aircraft level for
.other Army assets.
2.4.6 Air Force Operations. It is required that Blue air
force activities be simulated in greater detail than for the
opposing force in order to exercise the relevant staff func-
tions. The ACSS must simulate the accomplishment of assigned
reconnaissance, close air support, battlefield and deep
interdiction, offensive and defensive counter air, and radar
and communications jamming missions at the direction of the
.friendly and opposing forces 	 It must accommodate,composite
strike forces. Provisions must be made for reflecting the
capability of reconnaissance aircraft to detect relevant
types of vehicles and installations. The system must be able
, to provide information on mission accomplishment such as fuel
and munitions expended, reconnaissance information obtained,
targets damaged/destroyed and friendly aiz-^,raft damaged/lost.
Degree of accomplishment of combat missions must be sensitive
to the Orange defensive threat array, munitions employed, on-
board ECM, flown aircraft defensive tactics, ingress and
egress routes, air refueling, maintenance and turn-around
times, radar and communications jamming by standoff and
-scort aircraft, support aircraft employed, terrain, lighting
and weather. The system must assess and report damage
resulting from such attacks.
i^
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It is expected that Air Force units as well as Armv ur
would be subjected to training in a REDCOM exercise.
presence of Air Force players implies a need for a level of
operations simulation detail comparable to that provided. for
the Army element of the joint force. It also implies the
presence of Air Force player-controllers.to
 play the role of
units subordinate to the lowest echelon Air Force unit being
trained. on the other hand, actual Air Force units are not
expected to participate as such in a Corps exercise.
However, the Air Force might provide personnel to act as
player-controllers to represent Air Force functions.
2.4.7 Air Defense. The system must be able to simulate the
operations of the air defenses of each side against the
other s sorties.	 Blue air defenses must be treated in
greater detail than the opposing force in order to exercise
relevant staff elements.	 The system shall account for and
report munitions expenditures and equipment losses and per-
'.I
sonnel casualties due to enemy suppressive action.
i
2.4.8	 -Helicopter-Helicopter Combat.
	 (I Corps)	 provisions
must be made in the ACSS for aerial combat between helicop-
ters.	
y
2.4.9	 Nuclear, Biological and Chemical
	 (NBC)..-	 The ACSS must
be able to simulate the results of employment of nuclear and
chemical weapons by each side considering terrain, weather
and degree of protective measures taken.
	 It must provide NBC
contamination and fallout regions as well as casualties in
response to weapon usage.
	 Reports of NBC incidents must be.
provided to Blue role-players.
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2.4.10	 Engineer.	 Engineer functions must be simulated by
the ACSS, including movement of a ppropriate engineer troops
and materials to the site, construction 	 (bridge, barrier,
building etc.),	 and return to base if appro priate.	 Engineer
a
units shall be capable of joining in direct combat when com-
bat is related to engineer tasks or when engineer units are
reorganized as infantry.. 	 When the engineer function is a
g	
.
significant exercise element, Class IV (construction mate-
rials)	 logistic supply also must be played.	 }
r
2.4.11	 Field Artillery.	 The ACSS must simulate the action	 }
of field artillery batteries	 (platoons	 in the case of 8" SP	 s
howitzers,	 individual weapons in the case of CSWS and Persh-
of O range).	 ACSS must ing, battalions in the case	 0	  	 generate
calls for	 fire from subordinate units, 	 simulate responses to	 {
fire orders by artillery units, 	 including rounds fired,	 out-	 PF^
come at the target, observation of outcome by own troops, and
increase in detectability of artillery unit. 	 Response to
movement orders must be simulated.	 Provisions must be made
3
for employing all appropriate artillery munitions including
smoke and mines."'	 a
2.4.12	 Transportation.	 The ACSS must simulate the flow of
w
traffic--especially logistics traffic--generated on both 	
1'	 r
sides of the FEBA.	 It must be sensitive to interdiction
attacks (ground and air) 	 and traffic flow must be degraded
appropriately as a result of such attacks.
2 .5	 Conducting the Exercise
The system must yield the maximum mission training value
to all personnel involved in the exercise.	 There must be
a minimum of personnel required to merely run the system.
1
11
j3	 2.5.1 The capability shall exist to deny role-players and
exercising units access to any information they would not
normally have . on a real battlefield.
t
2.5.2	 Communications between exercised command posts must be
conducted in accordance with field SOPS.	 Communications to
and from , the exercised command posts must appear to them to
be in accordance with field SoPs.
2.5-.3	 Each brigade represented in a corps-`level exercise
must provide for accomplishing the commander, S2/S3, S1/S4,
ADA, engineer and other special staff functions plus those
of up to five subordinate battalion commanders.	 The system
must accommodate these functions being accomplished b 	 six to9	 P	 Y
ten people depending on number of people available.
s
2.5.4	 (I/III Corps) The system must accommodate each battai-
is .
} ion in a division--level exercise being represented,by two to
four people, depending on availability of personnel.
G
2.5.5	 The opposing force in a corps-level exercise must be
capable of being represented by 25 people or less.
2.5.6	 (I/III Corps)	 The opposing force in a division-level
exercise must be capable of being represented .by 12 people
or	 less.
f 11
2.6	 Exercise Control Functions
` During the conduct of the exercise, the exercise director
must be able to influence and/or modify the tactical situa-
tion. '
^
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2.6.1	 (I/III Corps)	 The system must accommodate "turning the
clock back";	 i.e., returning to a prior point in the battle
so that it can be replayed with different tactical decisions
and must have provisions for reviewing prior exercise events
without affecting the progress of the exercise.
2.6.2	 (I/II' Corps)	 The system must accommodate stopping
play and restarting with new initial conditions;
	
for example,
to represent skipping forward in time or to change positions a
of selected units.
f
2.6.3	 (I Corps)	 It must be possible to make authorized
E	
changes in input data such as equipment performance during '1
the course of the exercise.
i3
I3
2.6.4
	
The controller function must be able to override the
outcome.of other decision processes; 	 for example, to assure
the most training value of an otherwise random event. yJ
2.7- Representation of the Battlefield
The system must present for both sides an accurate portrayal
of locations of units and combat interactions and outcomes as
t F
affected by terrain, weather, and day versus night.-
f
1.
2. .7.1	 The system must be capable of portraying operations
1
on an integrated battlefield. 	 The effects of nuclear and
chemical as well as conventional weapons must be included
when played.
2.7.2	 The capability of portraying effects of terrain, smoke, 1#
inclement weather, temperature, lighting conditions, and MOPP
gear on unit, personnel, weapons, * and vehicle performance
including travel . speed must also be included.
r
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x2.7.3 The system must be capable of portraying the loca-
tions of maneuver, fire support, combat support, and combat
service support units plus selected facilities such as com-
mand posts, supply points and airfields.
2.7.4 Rear area protection operations must be capable of
being included as part of division and corps-level exercises.
2.7.5 Provisions must be included for simulating target
acquisition by relevant organic sensors,including recon-
naissance aircraft.
2.7.6 Provisions must be included for simulated input
of intelligence from resources above the echelons being
exercised including National assets.
2.7.7 Automated graphic representation of-the battlefield
shall be supported via computer displays.
2.8 Logistics Effects
Logistics actions (or inactions) that would impac •c on the
tactical situation in real life must have a like effect
during the exercise; e.g., units out of fuel must stop, units-
out of ammunition must not be able to shoot.
2.8.1 Improper planning must result in shortages of supplies
w	
at any echelon or unit being represented or exercised and
st h v a realistic im act on the to ti l sit ti	 Th
^I
mu	 a e	 p	 c ca	 u a on
minimum logistics play shall model POL (Category III) and
	
1
ammunition (Category V) supplies, supply points and transpor-
tation.
i,
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2.8.2 Attacks on Blue or Orange logistics must affect the
course of the battle appropriately.
2.8.3 Effects of reliability-availability-maintainability
on force capability must be reflected.
2.9 Exercise Output
The system must provide for recording and storage of exer-
cise data to support post-exercise analysis and evaluations.
2.9.1 The positions of units on the battlefield must be
able to be recorded at intervals of not more than 30 minutes
during the exercise. The status of maneuver units including
conditions of forces and level of supplies must be able to
be recorded at the same interval.
2.9.2 Hard copies of situation reports for supported units
must be available from the system on request.
2.10 Other Requirements
The ACSS must be flexible in application . so
 that a wide
variety of CPX training and evaluation needs can be supported
with changes only to the database and not to system hardware/
software.
{
i
t
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2.10.1	 (I/III Corps)	 It must be able to support exercises in
I
which maneuver unit operations are emphasized with only nomi-
nal	 (but appropriate) logistics representation and vice f
v
versa.
x
2.10.2	 (I/III Corps)	 The system must support the use of
surrogate units;	 i.e., the system must have provisions for j
representing the staff and command elements of selected
maneuver units without the use of personnel.
k
F
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2.10.3	 (1/111	 Corps) The ACSS system must be compatible with
the normal use by the exercising units of automated command
and control equipment and other organic automated systems
such as personnel and logistics systems.
16
3.	 DESIRED SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS
e	 r	
`
arl
'.i
•	 a
The following system characteristics while not required would
	 '!
significantly enhance the utility of-the system.
3.1 Utility in Training Geographically Separated Units
It is desired that the system be readily moveable to con-
duct an exercise at any base that has adequate facilities.
	
k
It also is desired that it be adaptable, with proper com-
munications, to the support of exercises involving multiple
divisions of a corps that geographically are widely
	 4'i.
separated.k
3.2 Training Time
Y	
jjj9{
^^
iThe system must allow for exercise personnel, i.e., non-cadre
personnel, to be easily familiarized with their system equip-
	
^'I
ment and trained in its operation. The desired objective is
a maximum of one day.
C^'
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PREFACE
This is the second in a series of reports on a two-month	 l
`
	
	
effort to conduct a preliminary design of an automated CPX
support system. The first report (RDA-TR-185500-001) defined
(
	
	
user requirements collected from I Corps, III Corps, and
USREDCOM for a Cl'X support system. This report develops a
preliminary design based only on the corps subset of these
requirements, and does not address the joint exercise re-
quirements of USREDCOM. This effort was performed for the
Jet Propulsion Laboratory of the California Institute of
Technology under Contract No. 956622.
r
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1. INTRODUCTION
RDA has performed a two-month effort to develop a pre-
liminary design for an automated system to support corps-
level command post exercises. As the first task in this
effort, we identified and documented user requirements of I
Corps, III Corps, and USREDCOM for such a system (Ref. 1).
As part of the task reported in this document, we performed
a functional analysis based on the corps subset of these re-
quirements, and developed a preliminary functional design.
In a parallel effort we have examined the suitability of the
TRASANA FOURCE computer program (Ref. 2) for inclusion in the
automated system. We have identified example hardware config-
urations and costs as a basis for development planning.
1.1 Background
Traditional methods of conducting command post exercises
(CPXs) require a large number of personnel in addition to the
command post staff. The extra personnel are needed to model
lower-echelon activities, determine the outcome of combat
processes, generate reports and requests for transmission to
the CP, and receive and process orders or directions from the
CP staff. In addition, the exercise director requires a staff
to monitor the exercise and make sure that training objectives
are accomplished. In a purely manual system, a large number
of support personnel are needed to perform ali of these funs-
tions, particularly for a corps-level CPX. These labor-in-
tensive systems have several disadvantages. First, the labor
requirements reduce the number of exercises that could other-
wise be performed because so many people must be diverted
from other duties. Second, some aspects of the exercise are
unrealistic because of the limitations in a manual.. system,
which reduces the potential training value of the exerciser
For example some of the manual operations are so time consum-
ing that the message rate to the CP staff is lower than it
1-1
t
4
,q
would be in actual . combat, so that the load on the staff
j,.3 unrealistic.
r i
pRecognizing the limitations of purely manual exercise
support systems, the Army in recent years has developed
systems that provide some degree of automated support. 	 The
Computer-Aided Map Maneuver System (CAMMS) supports an exer-
cise primarily by calculating casualties and losses resulting µ tl
ffrom combat encounters, and by keeping track of the status
of friendly and enemy units. 	 CAMMS relieves the exercise ^'
support personnel of many dice-throwing and bookkeeping
functions.
	
CAMMS-II performs these same functions in greater
detail, but also performs a number of simulation functions to i
stimulate CP staff in functions such as resupply, maintenance,
and medical activities.	 Exercises conducted with these sys-
tems have indicated the potential benefits of automation, but
have also shown some of the difficulties in achieving a satis-
factory system.	 Exercises conducted with CAMMS and CAMMS-II
have still required large support staffs and have not achieved
Y
satisfactory realism.	 There seem to be two major reasons for -
these limitations,
The first reason is that a large number of people are
1
still needed, both to simulate operations not treated in the j	 r
computer programs and to generate the inputs needed by the
programs.	 For example, support staff use map tables and unit f
tokens to track the force .status. 	 Manual techniques are used
to determine whether a line of sight exists between two units,
and to compute the time required for a unit to move to a new
location.	 Umpires are required to validate these judgments
and in some cases to adjudicate disputes between the per-
sonnel representing opposing forces (whose motivation, after
all, is to "win" the simulated combat).	 Another reason for
heavy manpower usage is that the process of supplying data a
1
to the computer requires several manual operations, 	 The
f	
support personnel must fill out forms describing the desired
1-2
I
f	
actions, and data entry clerks must translate these forms and
key the information into the computer. For example, if the
support personnel decide to fire artillery at an opposing
unit, they must fill out an appropriate form, defining items
such as the identifier of the firing unit, the identifier of
the target, the munitions to be employed, and the distance
between the units.
The second reason is that the current exercise process
is slow and still contains unrealistic features that detract
from training. The process described above for supplying
input to the computer is obviously slow and error prone.
Furthermore, both of the CAMMS programs are executed in batch
mode on a remote computer, accessed through leased lines. The
computer operations can lag behind the exercise because of
input delays, hardware malfunctions, or communications losses.
Some of the possible errors in filling out the input forms
may not be detected until the batch run is completed, further
impeding the flow of exercise events. The net result is that
it is not unusual for exercises to run slower than real time.
This is undesirable from a training standpoint because the
tactical decision makers do not experience the stress of
having to make timely decisions. Another unrealistic aspect.
of these exercises is that the support personnel typically
have more information available than would be the case in
actual combat, and there is always the risk that they will
provide extra information to the CP staff, despite the exer-
cise rules and the vigilance of the umpires. Therefore, the
CP staff do not always experience the stress of making de-
cisions under uncertainty, which is expected to be a key
feature of modern combat.
The experience gained in using these semi-automated
systems suggests a number of observations. First, auto-
mation has the potential to reduce exercise staff require-
1-3
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t,	 ments and to enhance training.	 Second, an automated approach
is apt to succeed only in the context of a balanced system
that addresses training requirements and minimizes computer-
peculiar operations.
	 Third, an automated approach requires
	 j
}	 adequate hardware resources; it is not practical to rely on
	 l
general-purpose leased equipment that is not dedicated to
the exercise system. x
1.2	 Technical Approach
Our technical approach for designing the Automated CPX
111	 ^^
Support System (ACSS) comprised four steps:
	 !
r	 • Collect exercise support requirements from users;
	 `=
• Identify functions performed in a CPX;
i
a Select functions best suited to automation;
• Define an architecture to support the selected functions.
	 w
We collected requirements from various military groups, docu-
mented our findings, and submitted the documentation for re-
view.	 (Ref.. 1 contains the final results of this process.) }
Based on this interpretation, we proceeded to identify the
functions currently being performed in an exercise facility
b	 observing a number of exercises	 augmenting our under-Y	 	 	  
standing through discussions with participating personnel
and exercise managers. We have identified many functions
that seem to be amenable to automation.
A major element of current exercises at division and
	 "	 t
.	 corps level is that map boards and tokens are used to repre-
sent the status of the exercise.
	 Support personnel, pretend-
ing to be the subordinate echelons of the units being exer-
cised, move tokens corresponding to maneuver units.
	 In most
cases the map board includes tokens for all of the relevant
Blue and opposing force (OPFOR) units.
	 (In some cases the
exercise director maintains map boards in separate rooms,
but the umpires must expend extra effort to makesure that
the two boards remain consistent.) 	 The manual operations
1-4
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to maintain the map boards are labor-intensive and erro
prone. Furthermore, the support personnel can see the
entire board, including all of the enemy tokens, and their
decisions can be unrealistically good. In an automated
system, it would be possible to use a computer to drive a
display system showing the current deployments, thereby
reducing labor requirements and eliminating some sources of
error. Furthermore, by partitioning the exercise facility,
it would be possible to provide separate but consistent dis -
plays for Blue and OPFOR, which opens the possibility of dis-
playing only information to which the support personnel are
entitled. For example, the display of friendly unit locations
could be based on status reports, and the display of enemy
unit locations could be based on target acquisition reports.
Converting the current open game, in which everyone can see
all of the forces, into a closed game in which support person-
nel can see only "their" forces, should increase the training
value of the exercise, even for the support personnel.
The most promising technology for an automated display
system is videographics, which blends pictures of military
maps stored on videodisk with a computer graphics display of
military unit symbols. This computer-based approach also
lends itself to other functions that are currently time con-
suming, such as determining lines-of-sight, calculating move-
ment times, and determining firing ranges. The interactive
features of a videographics system can be exploited to reduce
or eliminate special input forms and their associated clerical
functions.
Developing an automated exercise support system can reduce
but not eliminate support personnel. In a CP, the staff being
exercised receives messages from lower echelons and responds
with orders or questions. For the training to be realistic,
the staff must communicate with lower-echelon personnel using
SOP techniques and.formats, including voice contact. Figure
r^
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1-1 depicts exercise relationships, defines terms, and pro-(1	 vides an example. In this view of an exercise system, the
!	 units being trained communicate with exercise support per-
(	 sonnel who simulate the lower echelon units. In our termin-
ology, the units being trained are 'players' and the personnel
simulating lower echelon staffs are 'role players'. The auto-
mated system supports the role players,	 p 	 p 	 , permitting a relatively
small number of role players to simulate a much larger staff.
The role players also include other groups, such as the per-
sonnel representing OPFOR and the exercise director's staff.P	
In some contexts these other groups are referred to as player/
controllers or reactors; for simplicity, we describe all such
support personnel as role player:. The key point in Figure
L	 1-1 is that, in our definition, players do not have direct
access to the automated system, but are always buffered by
a layer of role players. The example reinforces this point.
If the unit being exercised is a division TOC, then three
groups of role players simulate brigade s'.-aff functions.
They use reports and requests received from the battalions
being simulated in the automated system to perform the normal
functions of a brigade staff. They communicate with the
division TOC using standard formats and techniques, prefer-
ably using field hardware if it is available.
Based on this philosophy, Figure 1-2 presents a sample
[functional diagram for a corps CPX. For simplicity, the
various role player groups are all depicted inside the dashed
line representing the exercise facility, although in practice
they need not be colocated. The players, i.e. the units being
exercised, are shown outside the facility. Some of the players
.(e.g.,he other division TOCs are not shown explicitly.g ,	 )	 .P	 y
Each player group is connected to a role player cell through
SOP communications, indicated by a zig-zag line. Each role
player cell that needs computer support is connected to the
j
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1. ACSS by a straight line that represents a digital link.	 The
^j
total number of cells may vary, depending on exercise objec-
tives.	 For example, the distribution of players 4nd role
players for combat service support (CSS) would depend.f..)n the
extent to which CSS functions are being exercised and on the
number of personnel available for the exercise. 	 As another
example, the figure displays an exercise situation with divi-
sion TOCs in the field and brigade role player cells; another
configuration would place a brigade CP in the field, supported
by battalion role player cells.
C
. Figure 1-2 clarifies the relationship of the ACSS to the
rest of the exercise system by emphasizing that it interfaces
with role players rather than players. 	 We have developed a
preliminary design for the ACSS by defining a distributed
architecture that includes a separate satellite system for
each unique cell of role players, and by identifying the com-
puter based functions.needed J.n each satellite.
	
Section 2
describes the architecture and presents an initial-functional
analysis.	 Section 3 describes the individual satellite systems
and develops initial estimates of equipment requirements.
' Section 4 describes example computer configurations and esti-
jj
mated costs for planning purposes,
rr
1.
_J
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2. OVERVIEW OF SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
y	 .
C]
0
11,
The Automated CPX Support System (ACSS) is a computer
based system that directly supports the exercise director,
controllers, and other role players who provide the stimulus
to the staffs being trained. Our preliminary analysis indi-
cates that ACSS must accommodate large, calculationa.11y-inten-
sive functions (e.g., resolving combat) as well as highly
interactive functions (e.g., mission planning). In our judg-
ment,. a single computer could not support both classes of
function for a corps-level CPX. Therefore, our preliminary
design envisions a distributed system with multiple computers
to support different functions.
Figure 2-1 summarizes the architecture, which includes
a central system (which may employ multiple computers) and
multiple satellite systems. The primary function of the
central system is to perform the modeling calculations needed
to simulate those aspects of combat, combat support, and com-
bat service support that are relevant to the exercise objec-
tives. The primary function of the satellite systems is to
support the intensive interactive functions such as providing
videographic displays of the battlefield. The central system
also maintains the master database and performs functions
needed to manage the entire simulation. Each satellite system
maintains a local database of information pertinent only to
its particular operations, and also performs functions needed
to control local operations and to interface with the central
system. The composition of each satellite system depends on
the exercise functions being supported (e.g., OPFOR or brigade
role players), but in general the communication between central
system and satellite systems takes the form of messages and
reports flowing from the simulations in the central system to
the role players ,in the satellite stations, and orders flowing
2-1
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from the role players to the lower echelon forces being
j simulated in the central Gystem.
!
l x
The following sections present a first-level decompo-
sition of these functions, thereby providing a conceptual
framework fo; subsequent design efforts. is
a 2.1	 Description of Central System Functions
The primary purpose of the central system is to support '1
the modeling functions that involve intensive calculations,
[r such as resolving ground combat between opposing units whose -r^^
movements and actions are being simulated. 	 In addition, the
u
central system maintains a database defining the current state
F
r
of the total exercise simulation.
	
Finally, the central system
also performs management functions that are needed to control
the computer-based portion of the exercise.
	
Table 2-1 presents
a first-level decomposition of these functions, starting with
the modeling functions.
a
^y
:s
li
:I
!1
kF
(1i;
1(;rl	 Subsequent sections describe these functions in more
detail.
^^ 2-3.
01
2.1.1.• Modeling Functions Supported by the Central System
The central system bears the primary responsibility for
running computer programs that model systems and functions
that are not represented by role players. Table 2 -2 summar-
izes the principal classes of models that must be included.
TABLE 2-2. MODELING FUNCTIONS SUPPORTED
BY THE CENTRAL SYSTEM
• Simulate ground combat
• Simulate battlefield environment
• Model ground combat processes
• Model effects of combat support
• Simulate other processes
Account for effects of combat service support
• Model effects of NBC events
• Model effects of electronic warfare
Simulate staff processes
The battlefield environment must be modeled in sufficient
detail to support calculations of unit movement, sensor de-
tection, and attrition. Examples of aspects of the environ-
ment that must be represented include terrain and foliage,
existence of roads and bridges, principal obstacles, and
weather and smoke effects on visibility.
The principal modeling function to be supported by the
central system is treating ground combat processes for the
units being controlled by the role players.
	
The simulated
units :Hove in response to orders from the role players, engage
in combat with opposing units, and send reports to the role
players. The models, for example, may use threshold criteria
such as time from last report, distance to enemy units, or
supply status to trigger the generation of simulated reports.
2-4
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An auxiliary function is to account for the effects of
combat support on the ground combat processes. For example,
the application of higher-echelon artillery assets must be
reflected in the attrition experienced by the ground combat
ty
	
	 units. Furthermore, unless role players perform numerous
manual calculations, the central system will have to model
the constraints an possibly
	
Pal ossibl some of the operations) for
the combat support systems, such as limitations on range and 	 tl'
munitions.
?i	 The central system must also model some of the aspects of 	 r'
'	 combat service support. For example, the models must account
`	 for the consumption of key supply items such as fuel and ammu-
nition by the combat units being simulated, and must replenish 	 j
these items in a manner consistent with the overall treatment
of combat service support in the exercise. For example, if
the logistics staffs are not explicitly involved in the exer-
cise, then the central system models must simulate, in a very
. '
simplified manner, the performance of their functions. On the
other hand, if the logistics staffs participate extensively as
I
either players or role-players then the ACSS models must per-
form only bookkeeping functions in response to the orders.from
the role players.
..
ACSS must be able to account for nuclear, biological, and
chemical (NBC) events in order to provide the appropriate stimu-
lus for staff training in dealing with these problems. The
.level of detail required in these models will depend on the
i^
	
	
exercise objectives. At the simplest level, the exercise
director may choose to include NBC events in the script of
scheduled events discussed in Section 2.1.3. In this case,
the ACSS management function will process each event at its
scheduled time, activating a modeling program to perform func-
tions such as inflictin g damagea on units within a calculated
region and triggering simulated reports to the relevant role
2-5
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players. At the next level of detail, the model would have
to be expanded to simulate unit actions in response to com-
mands from the role players (e.g,, adopt MOPP procedures)
and account for the effects on normal unit operations (e.g.,	 r^
reduced mobility). At a deeper level of detail, the model
might be required to support the activation of NBC events
directly by the role players, perhaps accounting for con-
straints on delivery systems.
i
ACSS must also account for aspects of electronic warfare
on the conduct of combat operations, although it may not be
	 .,
necessary to model specific systems in engineering detail.
r
Again, the scheduled event mechanism provides flexibility to
introduce special effects under the control of the exercise
director. For example, the director may wish to exercise the
staff in dealing with degraded communications caused by
jamming. Using the event mechanism, the director could supply
a jamming event with a specified time, duration, and communi-
°E
cation link. During the specified period, the appropriate
	
Ll
i
role players would not receive the usual reports from the sub-
ordinate units being simulated, although they might receive a
message indicating that the channel. is being jammed. At a
deeper level of detail, the exercise director might wish to
stimulate staff training in the deployment and utilization of
EW teams. In this case, the ACSS models would have to perform
functions such as tracking the location of the-8W teams, model-
ing the capabilities of the EW equipment, determining which
enemy (and friendly) units would be affected by the emanations, 	 ^a
- and degrading communications capabilities in an appropriate 	
r -
manner. Similarly, if the function of the EW teams is to de-
	 {
tect and identify enemy units, then 'Che simulation models
would have to represent the capabilit°^. of their systems to'^
intercept enemy transmissions and them generate intelligence
reports to the relevant role players
	 i-)
The final class, of modeling functions identified in Table
2-6	 } j
'^	 t4
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2-2 treats staff functions, If staff functions could be
l .z
	
	
modeled in ACSS, then it would be possible to reduce the
number of role players required to support an exercise.. For
example, it might be possible to conduct a corps CPX using
r r surrogate divisions simulated in ACSS toone o more sugenerateg	 g
messages to stimulate the corps staff,
E	
2.1.2 Database Functions Supported by the Central System
f
	
	 The central system . maintains the ACSS database for the
entire exercise. The three primary classes of database func-
tions are preparing the database for an individual exercise,
maintaining the database during the exercise, and supporting
post-exercise analyses. Table 2-3 presents a first-level de-
composition of these functions, as discussed in the following
paragraphs.
a
Preparing the database for a specific exercise can be ex-
1f	
tremely time consuming, particularly if the exercise is set in
a geographic area not used previously in an exercise. If the
exercise is a corps CPX, then the area of interest that must
be.modeled can be quite large. Most of the existing ground
combat models treat the battlefield as a system of discrete
L
2
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grid elements (either rectangles or hexagons), and each
element must be characterized in terms of terrain, foliage,
~
and trafficability (e.g., existence of roads and bridges). fl
If the battlefield region of interest is 100 km wide and 200 ?	 ,'
km deep, and if the grid element is a 1 km square, then 20,000
elements must be characterized, presumably by analysts using
,.
sources such as military maps.
	 Various techniques may be de-
Li	 f
veloped to reduce the burden on the analyst (e.g., using larger
grid elements in regions where resolution is less important,
or providing computer-based tools to facilitate the analysis),
but in any event the characterization of the battlefieL_ must t
1
be entered in the exercise database, preferably in a form that
facilitates review for analysis, .retrieval for use in the ex-
excise, and modification for use in other exercises.
	
Other
portions of the exercise database include the tables of organi-
zation and equipment for the specific exercise and parameter s
r
values for the various models of weapons, sensors, and other -f
equipment.	 All of the data assembled for an exercise must be
easily accessible to the exercise director for review and modi-
fication.	 In fact, the databases prepared for exercises should
be accumulated in a library, providing an increasingly powerful
tool for quickly preparing a new database.
	
The scope and com-
lexit
	
of these requirements dictate using a commercial data-p	 y	 q	 g
base management system, possibly augmented by special software
tools.
During the operation of the exercise, ACSS maintains a
"^database of simulation results and role-player actions.	 For t
example, at any given instant the database contains the true
battlefield situation (location and status of all units) as
well as the Blue and OPFOR perceptions of the battlefield. 	 In
addition, ACSS records all of the commands (e.g., movement
orders) received from the role players.	 All of this infor- 1
mation must be available for display or tabulation at the re-
0
^s^
f
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quest of the exercise director. Furthermore, at periodic
intervals the simulation results must be copied to long-term
storage, both as a back up in case of system malfunction and
to enable the exercise director to restore an earlier exercise
situation or to replay portions of the exercise.
After an exercise has been concluded, the exercise dir-
ector may wish to review the results in more detail in order
to design future exercises. The replay capability previously
mentioned will enable the director to display the evolution
of the situation, displays, but he may require additional com-
puter support in order to determine the reasons for specific
exercise reesults. For example, he may wish to examine the
message traffic for a specific group of role players to verify
that resupply requests were generated appropriately. The range
of potential analysis functions is very broad; therefore, selected
functions should be thoroughly defined so that the necessary
data can be captured during the exercise.
2.1.3 Management Functions Supported by Central System
The central system supports management functions in four
principal areas: controlling the simulation programs, managing
the communications to the satellite systems, managing inter-
faces to external systems, and managing system resources. Table
2-4 presents a preliminary decomposition of these functions.
The principal management function is to support the exer-
cise director in controlling the simulation aspects of the
exercise. For example, the central system must control the
execution of various computer programs or tasks, such as pro-
grams that model combat processes or programs that save and
restore the database on mass memory devices. Another . manage-
ment function is to control the pace of the exercise in re-
sponse to commands from the exercise director. This function
includes controlling the simulation clock by setting the ratio
2-9
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TABLE 2-4 MANAGEMENT FUNCTIONS SUPPORTED
BY THE CENTRAL, SYSTEM
• Control simulation programs
• Control task execution
• Control simulation clock
• Process scheduled events
• Manage communications to satellites
Initialize configuration of satellites
• Process messages received from satellites
Manage exchange of data files
• Maintain transaction log
• Manage interfaces to external systems
• Manage computer system resources
• Monitor system performance
• Diagnose system faults
• Perform configuration management
of game time to real time (typically 1:1), suspending the simu-
lation at the director's command, restoring a previous state of
the simulation, and replaying selected portions of the simulation.
The final control function in Table 2-4, processing scheduled events,
is a general mechanism to provide additional flexibility for
the exercise director.	 In general, each event corresponds to +^
an action that occurs at a definite time (and perhaps at a def-
inite location) determined external to the ACSS simulation
programs.
	
Examples of such events might include changes in
the weather or visibility, occurrence of nuclear or chemical.
attacks, and air drops of enemy troops in the rear area.	 The
results of each event type on the simulated, battlefield must
be modeled by a separate program; the management function iden-
tified here consists of accepting events supplied by the exer-
cise director, storing the events in time order, and retrieving w.
each event at the appropriate game time.	 The concept of sche-
duled events is extremelv powerful: for example, the list of
i, r
t
commands, thereby enabling the exercise director to test the
simulation without needing a large staff of role players.
The second important Hype of management function per-
formed by the central system is managing the communications
to all of the satellite systems. The actual communications
techniques to be used (e.g., networking methods, channel capa-
cities) are issues to be resolved in the implementation design.
For purposes of this preliminary design, it is simplest to
imagine that the central system controls all exchanges with
the satellite systems. For example, the central system could
poll each satellite, sending it a data file containing the
relevant modeling results (e.g., current unit locations) and .
receiving in return a data file containing the commands (e.g.,
movement orders) generated by the role players since the last
communication exchange. This polling concept provides a simple
model for identifying communications functions without.restric-
ting the actual implementation. (If polling were performed
frequently enough, the simulation would appear continuous to
the role players, avoiding the artifice of rigid game turns.)
Table 2-4 identifies four principal functions related to
managing communications.with the satellite systems. First,
before an exercise begins, the central system must initialize
the configuration of satellite systems by defining the nature
and address of each satellite so that data files can be ex-
changed properly. For example, a given physical satellite
might support role players for either a brigade staff or a
battalion staff, depending on the specific exercise objectives.
Second, the central system must process the messages received
from the satellite that it is polling. In some cases these
messages will co*respond to orders from role players, and the
central system must arrange for their transfer to the appro-
priate simulation model. In other cases the messages may be
^_l
J
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orders from the exercise director, for example to suspend
execution of the simulation. Third, the central system must
manage the transfer of a data file to the polled satellite.
This function may require dividing the file into blocks and
generating check sums, depending on the communications imple-
mentation. Fourth, the central system should maintain a log
of all transactions, thereby facilitating post-exercise evalu-
ations or reconstructions.
The third principal management function is managing inter-
faces to systems external to ACSS. Each external system may
require different interfacing techniques, either completely
or partially automated. One example of an important external
system that requires an automated interface is the Distributed
Command and Control System (DCCS) of the 9th Infantry Division.
In order to provide the proper exercise stimulus to the division
staff, ACSS must inject the simulation output using DCCS pro-
tocols. Another example of an important external system is
TACSIM, which provides intelligence reports corresponding to
assets above corps. In order to perform its modeling functions,
TACSIM requires as output from ACSS a portrayal of the time-
varying battlefield situation, including the location and
status of all ground units. In return, TACSIM provides simu-
lated intelligence reports which are distributed to appropriate
high-echelon units using standard communications methods and
formats. In principle, it might be possible for ACSS to in-
clude an automated interface to provide the input needed by
.TACSIM, but in practice it is likely (e.g., because of secur-
ity considerations) that an electrical connection between the
two systems will not be feasible, and arrangements must be
made for ACSS to prepare a computer tape in a format acceptable
to TACSIM. Another example of an external system ,might be the
.COSCOM Material Management Center, which might be employed in
an exercise that emphasizes logistics training. In this case,
u
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some kind of electrical interface might be possible. 	 Each 4
I { case requires special consideration and imposes additional
requirements on this management function for the central
system.
41:
The final class of management function supported by the
1
central system is managing the computer system resources.
	 Be-
_, cause ACSS will be developed over a period of years, it will r
be particularly important to monitor system performance during a
s tests and exercises to identify bottlenecks (either in pro-
cessing or in communications) that must be eliminated to
^ra
achieve system growth. 	 Special hardware devices and soft-
ware probes will be needed for this monitor function. 	 Further-
more, special software tools will be needed during the exercise
to	 may diagnose faults that	 occur, such as the failure of a
	
Y
satellite system to receive central system output.
	
Another
system resource will be the software developed for ACSS. 	 It
e is prudent to expect that the software will be very large,
complex, and subject to frequent change. 	 Therefore; the staff
of the exercise director will need a suite of software tools
to perform configuration management functions such as con-
trolling changes to the code and preserving back-up copies.
)? Finally, the central system will include mass storage systems i
such as disks and tapes whose usage must be controlled. 	 The
I'	 I
G
staff of the exercise. director will need software tools (many of
which might be supplied with the operating system) to diagnose
device faults, free storage space by deleting unneeded files,
move data from disk to long -term storage, and restore selected,
data sets.
2.2	 Functions Supported by Satellite Systems
Each satellite system directly supports a group of role
f players (or controllers) participating in the exercise.
	 The
primary purpose of a satellite system is to support functions
requiring frequent-user interaction, thereby offloading the Ia
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central system which is performing calculationally-intense
modeling functions. In addition, each satellite station
manages a local database of information pertinent to the
operations being performed, and performs control functions
such as managing data exchanges with the central system.
i
The hardware suite contained in each satellite depends on
the number of role players and the nature of their activities. 	 ,+
For example, a satellite station for brigade role players
might need multiple work stations to control the maneuver
units being simulated. Nevertheless', each satellite station
must support three general classes of function, as listed in
Table 2-5. Subsequent sections describe these functions in
more detail.
L11
	
a
TABLE 2-5 HIGH-LEVEL FUNCTIONS
SUPPORTED BY A SATELLITE SYSTEM
•	 Interactive functions
• Maintain.-situation displays
Support planning operations
Accept user input.to control elements
being simulated in central system
• Database functions
• Initialize local database
• Maintain local database
• Control Functions
Control local operations
Manage communications to central system
t:
C
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2.2.1 Interactive Functions
Each satellite system supports interactive functions to
maintain situation displays, develop operational plans, and
process orders from the role players to the simulated units.
a+
Table 2-6 presents a further analysis of the3e functions.
TABLE 2-6 INTERACTIVE FUNCTIONS
SUPPORTED BY A SATELLITE SYSTEM
Maintain situation displays
Control display of map background
• Generate graphics overlay of unit locations
Control display list
Support planning operations
• Use data from simulated elements to generate
reports in SOP format
• Display current status of designated element
• Perform calculations to assist planning operations
• Accept user input to control elements being simulated
in central system
Display available options
• Verify and accept user input
1
1 __
t
	
	
Each situation display consists of a map'background
drawn from a videodisk and combined with a computer-gener-
ated graphics overlay showing unit locations. The user inter-
acts with the system to control the region being displayed,
causing the computer to retrieve the appropriate image from
the videodisk. Based on the region being di splayed,the s ^-g	 	 sY
tem determines which units are in the field of view and gen-
erates the corresponding symbols for the graphics overlay.
The symbols used for the units conform to standard military
usage as defined in FM 21-30. To facilitate role-player
operations, the portion of the situation display that is
.2-15
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derived usin g reports from simulated units is generated auto-
matically, freeing the role players from the time-consuming
operation of posting reports manually. In some circumstances
additional user control of the display may be needed. For
example, the display would typically show all of the perceived
Blue and OPFOR units in the field of view, but this display
might be too cluttered for some applications, so the role
player may need the option to suppress portions of the dis-
play. For example, the role player might choose to display
only those units within a specified chain of command, those
units above a specified echelon, or those of a specified type.
The satellite system must also perform a variety of in-
teractive functions to assist the role players in planning
the operations of the units being simulated. The motivation
for providing planning tools, which would not necessarily be
available in a field situation, is to reduce the work load
on the role players, thereby reducing the number of role
players needed. For example, manual exercise systems require
significant time and effort to capture and transcribe the
results of cc:,nbat being simulated on the battle board. In
the ACSS`design, the models being executed on the central•
system automatically generate combat results and Bend them to
the appropriate satellite system. one of the functions of
the satellite system is using the data received to create
reports in standard format for use by the role players, there-
by reducing the number of manual operations. The software at
the satellite stations must include programs to interpret the
data received from the central system and generate the corres-
..ponding report types, such as intelligence and status reports
and requests for fire support and resupply.
The satellite system must also perform other functions
to assist the role players in evaluating the current situation
l
and planning future operations. For example, the system must
display the current status of any element designated by the
role player. One way for the role player to designate an
element would be by positioning a cursor over the corres-
ponding symbol on the situation display, or by pointing to
the symbol if a touch-sensitive device is used. In either
case, the system would respond by listing the current status
of the indicated unit on an alphameric terminal. For example,
if the element corresponds to a maneuver unit, the system
would provide information such as its current strength, en-
gagement status, supply status, and the time of the most
recent report received. If the element corresponds to an
artillery unit, the system would provide information such
as currant mission, engagement status, munition status, and
time of most recent firing.
Each satellite system must also perform calculations to
assist the role players in planning operations quickly. The
nature of the calculations depends on the specific role
player functions being supported. For example, the role
player planning to move units needs interactive tools to
assist him in estimating the time required for the movement.
In this case, the role player might designate the unit to be
moved by positioning a cursor, and then indicate a skeleton
route by designating way points with the cursor. The system
would then estimate the travel time, using standard Army
planning factors and accounting for the terrain to be traversed.
This capability would enable the role player to rapidly ex-
amine a number of candidate routes and select the one best
suited to the situation. (Note that the actual time required
to execute the movement may differ from the estimated time;
in particular, the units may encounter OPFOR units whose
presence had not been detected when the plan was created.)
The role player controlling artillery operations needs
2-17
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provide graphic displays of the coverage (or range to effect)
for available munitions.
The final class of interactive functions identified in
Table 2-6 concerns input of orders for the elements being
controlled. The ACSS design contemplates maximum use of
interactive graphics techniques to minimize the amount of
typing needed and to simplify training the role players in
using the system. One example is the graphics technique
described above for defining a movement order; which frees the
role player from the need to enter UTM coordinates using a
keyboard. Once the role player is satisfied with the route
as shown on the display, he needs to use the keyboard only
to enter a few additional items, such as the required time
of arrival or the time at which this movement order should
be executed by the unit being simulated. The system will
then automatically translate the route into a series of way
points in the internal coordinate system and format it for
transmission to the central system. Interactive menu tech-
niques may be more effective for other role player operations.
For example, the role player controlling artillery assets
may need a menu to select munition and fuze options. Regard-
less of which input technique is used, the satellite system
must, to the extent possible, prevent erroneous input. For
example, the menu system should list only those options that
are pertinent to the specificunit for which an order is
being generated. In addition, the software should check the
user's input for consistency. Errors should be detected as
early as possible, preferably before the orders are trans-
mitted to the central system. For example, a simulated
artillery unit should not be instructed to fire more rounds
thtl	 '1 bl
	 0	 t	 f th`
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type can cause.confusion and degrade exercise performance`
without compensating benefits in training,
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2.2.2 Local Database Functions
Each satellite system initializes and maintains a loc
database containing information pertinent to the specific
operations of the individual satellite. Table 2-7 preser
a further analysis of these functions.
TABLE 2-7 DATABASE FUNCTIONS
SUPPORTED BY A SATELLITE SYSTEM
9	 Initialize local database
0 Maintain local database
• Augment database with files
received from central system
• Augment database with user input
• Delete items from database
• Generate reports
• Maintain record of user input
sent to central system
• Create back-up files
Before an exercise begins, the satellite system initial-
izes the local database using information received from the
central system. For example, the database contains the de-
ployment and status of all elements at the specified game time
that are being controlled by the role players in this satellite
system. For example, the exercise might begin after the simu-
lated fighting has already begun (e.g., a preparatory artill-
ery barrage) so that some of the units have already experi-
enced attrition. This initialization function also supports
the restart capability required for ACSS, since the satellites
D'A	 can be initialized from any state recorded by the central
system.
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•	 After an exercise begins, the satellite system maintains
the local database to account for the results of the simu-
lation.,	 The principal function is to augment the current
database using the messages received from the units being }
simulated on the central system.
	 For example, in the local
database the current location of a maneuver unit such as a a
battalion corresponds to the one contained in the status 7
report most recently received. 	 If the reporting interval is
large, or if the simulated communications link is jammed, # a
then the unit location in the local database may be quite
different from the actual. location.	 Therefore, the local
database represents the battlefield as perceived by the role
players, who must deal with these uncertainties in making i
decisions and in communicating with the higher-echelon units
being trained. -}
Although most of the local database is generated auto-
matically using output from the central system, in some cases
it may be necessary to augment the database with direct user
4	 input.
	 For example, in some cases the role players may re-
ceive intelligence reports from their superiors, who in turn
may have received data from an external system such as TACSIM:
the role players may need to enter this information in the
database sothat it can be reflected in the situation dis-
plays and used in the planning functions.
Depending on the exercise objectives, it may also be ^~	 t
necessary to enable the role players to delete items from }
the database:
	 For example, if spoofing is modeled in the
exercise, ' then spurious intelligence reports can enter the
database to stimulate the intelligence staff functions.
	 The
role player would then need to delete those items determined
to be spurious, or at least mark them in some fashion to pre-
vent them from being
	 display.included in the situation  g
i
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Another database function is generating reports to assist
the role players. For example, a role player controlling
artillery assets might need a report summarizing the status
of all units. These reports would be generated at user
request. In other cases, the role players need to send
.standard status reports at defined intervals to the•higher-
echelon staff; in these cases the system can automatically
generate a printed report containing the necessary infor-
mation.
The final database functions listed in Table 2-7 corres-
pond to background tasks that are transparent to the role
players. The system maintains a record of the orders genera-
ted by the role players and sent to the central system,
These data support diagnostic and evaluation functions.
2.263 Control Functions
'Each satellite station performs control functions to
manage task execution and communications with the central
-system. Table 2-8 presents a further analysis of these
functions.
t
1
r
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TABLE 2-8 CONTROL FUNCTIONS SUPPORTED
BY A SATELLITE SYSTEM
a Control local.operations
• Manage communications with central system
. Process messages from central system
. Assemble data files for transmission to
central 'system
Manage the transmission and receipt of files
. Maintain a log of transactions
2-21
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Each satellite station supports a variety of user-requested
and automatic functions, implying a rich suite of computer
programs whose execution must be controlled. For example,
when the central system sends a status report from a simu-
lated unit, the satellite system must automatically expand
the received data into the appropriate standard format, pro-
duce a printed report for the role player, update the local
database to reflect the new information, and update the
graphics overlay for the situation display. The execution
of these automatic functions must not conflict with user
execution of other functions.
The other class of control functions is concerned with
managing communications with the central system.. Given the
conceptual model of polling discussed in Section 2.1.3, the
satellite functions are merely those required to respond to
the central system. First, the central system may send con-
trol signals to the satellite, which must interpret the
signal to determine which action to take. For example, the
central system may indicate that the satellite should pre-
pare to accept a new data file or may inquire whether the
satellite itself has a file ready for transmission. Second,
during the period between polls, the satellite communications
function collects user input in a file for subsequent trans-
mission. For example, various role players might submit
movement orders and fire allocations for elements being
controlled. Third, the satellite participates in managing
the actual exchange of data files. The protocols for exchan
ging data depend on the implementation design, but typically
involve blocking the data and computing checksums for error
detection. Finally, the satellite station maintains a trans-
action log to aid in diagnosing system faults.
2-22
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3.. DESCRIPTION OF SATELLITE SYSTEMS
The ACSS architecture comprises 'a central system and
}	 multiple satellite systems. Each satellite system provides
direct support for a single cell of role players. Our ap-
}
{	 proach for determining the number, of satellite systems is to
provide a satellite for each group of role players that need
wr	 access to a com=2i database and can share computer resources,.
`	 including hardware such as videographics monitors and soft-
ware such as planning tools. Based on this approach, we have
r^.	 identified five unique classes of satellite system. Figure
3-1 summarizes our preliminary view of the ACSS architecture.
The staff of the exercise director requires access to the
entire database, including the actual unit locations, the
Blue unit locations as perceived by OPFOR, and the OPFOR lo-
cations as perceived by Blue. No other group of role players
is alloted access.to all of this information. Therefore, we
assign a separate satellite station for the exercise director's
staff.
The OPFOR role players are responsible for controlling a
large number of units on the simulated battlefield. In prin-
ciple, it would be possible to partition the OPFOR role players
into multiple cells, each with access to a separate portion of
the database. In practice, since the OPFOR role players are
controllers rather than trainees, we believe that it is appro-
priate to provide a single satellite so that all role players
have access to the same information. We hope that this _ap-
proach will increase operational efficiency and minimize the
number of role players required for this function.
Each cell of brigade role players needs access to a data -
base of information pertinent to the brigade area of interest,
such as the location and status of maneuver units and direct
support units, the reported location and strength of OPFOR
3-1
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units, and the location of general support units in the area,
Many of the planning and control operations will use the same
videographics display (typically derived from a 1:50000 map)'.
Therefore, we assign a single satellite station to each cell
of brigade role players. The total number of satellites of
k
this type depends on the scope of the exercise; we expect
that at least ten satellites of this class would be needed
to accommodate a corps CPX with three divisions and an index-
pendent brigade being exercised.
The combat support role players need access to data for
all division and corps assets that are not deployed in direct
support roles, including artillery, aircraft, and air defense
units. These role players also use planning tools (e.g., to
generate missile strikes that are not needed b the brigade
	 )	 Y 	 roleg
players. Because of the probable commonality in displays and
tools, we believe that one satellite station can serve a sin- 	 A
gle set of role players representing combat support for both
t
	
	
division and corps assets. It-is possible, however, that
it might turn out to be beneficial to divide this satel-
I_
	
lite.
Similar arguments apply for the combat service support
elements. The role players will typically use the video-
graphics system to display the corps or division rear area,
-using a 1:250000 map as background. Role players for corps
^j
	
	 and division will all be concerned with supply depots, trans -
portation routes, and rear area protection. We therefore
postulate a single satellite system to support all role
players for combat service support, although it may be neces
sorry to modify this design to accommodate exercises with heavy
R
emphasis on logistics training.
Table 3-1 summarizes the factors we have considered in
trying to estimate the equipment requirements for the five
classes of satellitesystems. A single satellite supports 
.
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group of role players, who may not be colocated, and there-
fore may require sufficient hardware to support simultaneous
interactive functions. The essential hardware for supporting
an interactive user includes a videographics monitor and an
alphameric terminal, so we denote this combination as a work
station, and attempt to estimate the number of work stations
needed in each class of satellite system. Our estimate is
based on the number of functions that we believe might have
to be performed simultaneously by the role players during
extended portions of the exercise. For example, if it seemed
likely that role players would have to control maneuver units
and process fire mission requests at the same time, then we
would conclude that two work stations would be needed. One
of the ground rules of our design, however, is that the work
stations within a satellite should be interchangeable rather
than dedicated to specific tasks. The flexibility to use a.
given work station for any task provides important flexibility
for the role players to adapt to fluctuations in work load
during the exercise. In the example already cited, during
some portions of the exercise it might be desirable to use
both work stations for controlling maneuver units.
The Blue satellite descriptions in Sections 3.3-3..6 are
not intended to reflect a particular Corps or division capa-
bilities. The assumed scenario is of a three division Corps,
with one division heavily involved in combat,-one lightly in-
volved to the side of the main OPFOR attack, and the third in
reserve. Corps assets have been assumed to be fairly heavy
from a TOE standpoint, in particular they are heavier than in
a high mobil-.ty Corps. Two brigade satellites are described:
one for an armor rich brigade and the other for the Combat
Brigade (Air Assault), representing widely diverse mobilities.
It was found that the same hardware configuration should
suffice for both. It is assumed the HTLD brigade also can be
accommodated in this configuration, although the evolution of
HTLD operational concepts and doctrine may change this assump-
tion.
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The following subsections present our initial results for
the five classes of satellite system. The estimates corres-
pond to the minimum configuration that we thin)c would be ade-
quate for a corps-level CPX.
3.1 Satellite System for Exercise Director's Staff
The staff of the exercise director performs multiple
functions. They generate the scenario for the exercise, pre-
pare the system, develop any material needed to train the
role players, manage the system during the exercise, and give
presentations. Some of these functions must be performed con-
currently during the exercise. Therefore, even though all of
these functions require access to the complete exercise data-
base, we believe that the staff would be best served by separ-
ate facilities. Table 3-2 summarizes the preliminary design.
One facility is primarily devoted to the functions of pre-
paring for the exercise and managing its conduct. The staff
members will need access to the true battlefield situation as
well as the Blue and OPrOR perceptions. They may also need
to examine the current tactical plans as input by the role
players. They will need to monitor the computer system per-
formance, and may need to diagnose and correct system faults.
The exercise director may ask this part of the staff to inject
special events into the exercise (e.g., a change in weather);
the staff may need software tools to make sure-that the special
events will have the desired effects. We estimate that this
portion of this satellite system needs a minimum of two video
graphics work stations (for monitoring the exercise and plan-
ning special events) and a system console (for controlling
computer operations). We also think that a single large screen
display would be helpful for reviewing the status on extended
portions of the battlefield.
The second facility is primarily devoted to monitoring the
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TABLE 3-2 SATELLITE SYSTEM FOR
EXERCISE DIRECTOR'S STAFF
• Staff requires separate facilities
to perform exercise control func-
tions and briefing functions.
• Facility for exercise control functions:
• Two work stations for monitoring the
exercise, analyzing simulation results,
and planning special events.
• One large screen display for monitoring
extended portions of the battlefield.
. One printer for generating simulation
histories and program listings.
• One system console for controlling
computer system resources.
•	 Facility for briefing functions:.
•.One work station for interrogating
system status, preparing the presen-
tation, and controlling displays.
. One large screen display for audience.
• One printer/plotter for generating
tables and graphs.
r
t
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C
status of the exercise and giving presentations. 	 This facility
needs at least one large screen display. 	 The exercise direc-
tor will need to control the portion of the battlefield and
the level. of unit resolution in the display. 	 In many situ-
ations the director will wish to 	 per-compare the true andP	 P
ceived battlefield situations, and special software-tools r-
will be needed.	 For example, the director may need a single
composite display that shows both true and perceived unit
locations, using special display techniques (e.g., blinking
or special colors) to point out the discrepancies.
	
In order
to control the large screen display, a videographics work
station will also be needed.	 The director's staff may also
use the_work station for preparing a presentation (e.g., de-
.veloping visual displays) and for controlling the actual pre-
sentation (.e.g., bringing up the displays in the predefined
sequence).
Y.
Figure 3-2 presents a sketch of the two facilities in this
satellite.	 The components are not drawn to scale..
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System for OPFOR Role Players
_ole players, in response to the exercise direc-
tor, control all of the elements in the force opposing the
Blue units in the exercise. The requirements (Ref. 1) state
that for a corps CPX the exercise system must be capable of
treating an opposing force comparable in size and composition
to a Soviet front. The following discussion of such an organi-
zation provides a basis for estimating the number of work
stations needed by OPFOR role players in a corps CPX.
Fronts do not have fixed TOBs like divisions, and assets
may change somewhat because of current changes relative to
TVD and TacAir. Nevertheless, it is appropriate to consider
the following assets in determining the types and levels of
action the OPFOR cell must be capable of performing. Figures
3-3, 3-4 and 3-, 5 present schematic diagrams for a front, one
forward tank division of the ;front, and one tank regiment of
the division. The unit locations are schematic and are not
intended.to show Soviet or Warsaw Pact doctrine or positioning.
Units are assu;ned to be at full strength.
Fig. 3-3 gives typical aggregate frontal assets for our
purposes.	 While heavier fronts exist they are uncommon.	 In
- +Q
the rear are shown two second echelon armies, not further
delineated, a tactical air army, an artillery division and
three theater ballistic missile brigades, two frontal long
range SAM brigades and an attached airborne division. 	 Army r t'
assets not shown are rear services, CSS brigades, radio elec-
tronic warfare regiments, signals, etc.	 Deep insertion forces
(.diversionary, air and air mobile assault brigades) and the
.intelligence regiment's assets are not shown; neither are most
engineer assets. t
in the forward portion there are'two armies, broken down
to divisional main units with brigade/regimental assets shown'
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in some cases.	 Additionally, an operational maneuver group
(OMG) of approximately corps size is shown in the center of
the upper forward area. 	 It would represent roughly two tank -	 4
divisions, reinforced with air, air defense, artillery, engin-
eer and logistic elements and would be tasked to range deeply
in Blue's rear. ^ 
The area occupied by a front -epends on its-mission and t
its size in divisions.
	
A typical area for a front tasked to
destroy a U.S. corps enroute to its final objectives would
be roughly 100 km wide by perhaps 200 km deep. 	 Its immedi-
ate objectives would be in the U.S. corps rear, perhaps 150 $`
km on the Blue side of the FEBA. )
i
A typical attack against a prepared U.S. defense might
involve two thrusts by army sized units,(one a feint) one
deep penetration by the above mentioned OMG, and a reinforced €^
regimental sized airborne assault in the division or corps
rear.	 Additional major decisions by the front commander (or y`
the exercise director) would include use of artillery/missile/
air strike assets and their coordination, use of second echelon
forces, major allocation of supplies among the several thrusts,
and possibly a major rear area protection operation against a
Blue air assault unit.
	 This paragraph represents a level of
activity fairly close to peak for the fruit commander and staff. =`
The subordinate commanders for the army, OMG and airborne
f	 thrusts may have roughly similar task loads. ;. I
The army commander as an example will have (typically) two
f	 divisions attacking, two in a second echelon and (possibly)
a company-to-battalion sized helicopter-inserted force opera-
ting in Blue's division rear.	 An OMG of reinforced regimental }
size is also possible.
	 He -uill be attacking across (perhaps)
a 40 km front, with objectives in the Blue division rear, 60 r
km beyond the FEBA. 	 His depth may be 100 km.	 His rear area
concerns will be similar '(and smaller) to thoseof his com-
mander.
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Figure 3-4 displays a tank division in greater detail,
showing four maneuver regiments, one regiment and two missile
battalions of artillery, an air defense regiment, and two
special battalions (attack helicopter and reconnaissance).
Figure 3-5 provides the final description at battalion level
by indicating the makeup of a forward tank regiment as it
closes with the Blue forces; four maneuver battalions, three
batteries of artillery, one air defense battery, one recon-
naisance company, and one chemical defense company. There-
fore the role player must monitor and control at least eleven
units, possibly more if CSS units are also displayed. Addi-
tionally, coordination with higher echelon units operating in
the division area is required. Thus, representing a division
in which two lead regiments must be detailed will require
approximately 35 tokens. These symbols may be distributed
over differing areas, but 15 by 30 km would not be unusual.
OPFOR divisions typically attack on a 15 km front, are 30-45 km
deep, and have objectivesabout 30- km away (in the Blue brigade
rear) .
This description of potential OPFOR assets indicates that,
for example, more than 300 maneuver battalions must be de-
ployed. In order to manage these assets with a reasonably
small number of role players, the system must provide a number
of independent work stations and planning tools. For example,
the system must allow the role player to generate movement
orders in an aggregated fashion, using templates (defined by
standard doctrine and procedures) to determine the relative
locations of subordinate units.
Table 3-3 summarizes the results of our evaluation of work
i
station requirements. Because of the large number of units r y.
involved, we believe that one work station would be needed to
control the simulated _units in each front-line division. The
videographics display would typically cover a region 15 by 20 	 }_
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TABLE 3-3 SATELLITE SYSTEM FOR
OPFOR ROLE PLAYERS
•	 Work stations	 for	 front - sized	 OPFOR;
• Three for controlling	 maneuver	 units
within front-line	 divisions.
• Two for controlling	 lead army operations
• One for controlling	 all	 frontal
2nd	 echelon units.
• One for controlling	 artillery	 operations,
• One for planning	 air	 operations	 and	 de-
ploying air	 defense	 elements,
• One for pl anni ng, i ntel l i gence, and	 logis-
tics 	 operations.
• One for special	 functions	 such	 as	 con-
ducting a	 deep	 insertion	 strike.
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km, with foxward maneuver units represented to battalion size
and combat support units (.such as engineers, artillery, radio
electronic warfare, and air defense) possibly represented to
H,
company size.	 The lead armies in the attack deploy signifi-
cant assets in addition to those of the front divisions, so
we believe that an additional work station is needed for each
lead army.	 As the elements of a lead army move toward the i
FLOT, their symbols will automatically appear on the division
displays, implying the need for coordination of these role
players.	 Because of the lower level of activity in the rear,
(F9	 . we believe that one work station will be adequate for control-
ling all 2nd echelon units. 	 It would display approximately
75 by 100 km.	 We visualize separate work stations being
)
needed for operations related to artillex	 intel ligence, andP	 Yr	
air operations.	 Finally, we recommend an extra workstation
which could be used to plan special operations (such as a deep
strike) or to support any of the other functions during periods
of stress.
Figure 3-6 presents a sketch of the OPFOR facility with
ten videographics work stations, organized in a manner con-
sistent with their primary functions, .although any work sta-
tion can be used for any function (.e.g., the work station i
marked 'air operations' could also be used for planning artil-
lery fire). The facility also includes two large screen dis-
plays to show an overview of the battlefield situation and
support general planning. Despite the large number of OPFOR
functions to be supported, we believe that this equipment
suite will be adequate _if full advantage is taken of the
natural exercise opportunities for advance OPFOR planning
and scripting.
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3.3 Satellite System for Brigade Role Players
The ACSS architecture provides separate satellite systems
for the individual brigades reporting to a division TOC in a
CPX so that the division staff can experience a realistic
loading. All of the brigade satellites can communicate simul-
taneously with the division staff, each satellite submitting
reports based solely on the information naturally available
to the brigade being simulated.
The ACSS requirements (Ref. 1) state that the system must
support simulation and display of Blue maneuver units at com-
pany resolution, largely because of the need to treat special
battalion organizations with mixed companies. Figure 3-7 is
a', schematic diagram to clarify a discussion of brigade role
player responsibilities; the unit locations are not intended
to represent doctrinal deployments, and the battalion com-
positions are notional. The brigade role players are respon-
sible for maneuvering as many as twenty companies (fifteen
maneuver units and five combat support units)* as well as a
battalion of artillery (organized in three batteries), a
battery of air defense assets, and the equivalent of a com-
bat service support battalion. There can be five HQ units
for combat and combat support. The brigade area is approxi-
mately 15 km by 30 km. (At 1:50000, a 19" videographics dis-
play covers 15 km x 19 km, which may be sufficient). Its
region of influence extends about 15 km beyond the FLOT and
twelve hours into the future, while its region of interest
may extend as much as 70 km beyond the FLOT and 24 hours into
the future. An armor heavy brigade is.shown; such an organi-
zation can be constructed from mechanized infantry or armored
division assets, but not out of light infantry division assets.
Additional divisional and corps units (such as armored cavalry
or engineer) can be operating in the brigade area, and coor-
dination will be required to a greater extent than in the
* This number corresponds to the doctrinal maximum of five
maneuver battalions per brigade. The illustration shows four.
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equivalent OPFOR cell. In addition to the normal missions
of active defense, the brigade operations may include spe-
cial tasks such as using air defense assets against a flight
of enemy transport and attack helicopters, or attacking the
flanks of an OPFOR assault.
Tab.e 3-4 summarizes the preliminary design for the satel-
lite system to support brigade role players. The design in-
cludes three work stations, each with a videographics monitor,
because we anticipate the need to support three simultaneous
functions. One work station is needed to control the maneu-
ver units, principally by generating movement orders and
missions. Another work station is needed to control the
direct support artillery assets, principally by directing
fire and by generating movement orders. The third work
station supports special functions, such as air defense opera-
tions and general planning. Each work station can be used for
H
any of these functions, allowing the role players to tailor
the usage to exercise requirements. For example, during
periods of heavy engagement it may be necessary to use two
work stations for controlling the maneuver units.
Figure 3-8 presents a sketch of the facility for the bri-
gade role players, which must include sufficient equipment
for the role players to communicate with the relevant exer-
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3.4 Satellite for Combat Brigade (Air Assault) Role Players
Divisional air assets can be organized in three ways:
the Combat Brigade (Air Assault)-, currently unique to the
HTLD,.the similar Division 86 Air Cavalry'Attack Brigade 	 4r
which can be either a divisional or a non-divisional asset,
and the earlier arrangement of an aviation battalion and an^,
air cavalry squadron, which together provide somewhat similar
aviation assets. The CB(AA) organization is assumed in the
discussion which follows.
The CB(AA) is organized in two attack battalions, a
cavalry squadron (which has two troops of ground cavalry as
well as two air cavalry troops), a combat support air bat-
	
77
talion (which also handles aviation-peculiar maintenance and
supply), and a medium lift helicopter company. Units are
usually deployed by troop/company with supply points at bat-
talion level.
	
The CB(AA) is treated as a single maneuver brigade.when,[	
t
it exists in role player status. its satellite has similar	
^a
duties and responsibilities to.those for the other maneuver
brigades, with a few exceptions that result from the CB(AA)
containing essentially all of the divisional air assets, and
being almost exclusively an air unit.
The first difference is in the region of concern, which
extends over the entire division area and well forward of
the FEBA, both for direct fire attack helicopter missions
and for insertions using assault nelicopters. The second
difference is in the absence of direct support artillery,
which reduces some aspects of the workload though CB(AA)
units, because of their forward position, may be expected to
generate a fairly large number of calls for fire. The third
	
t
difference is that the CB(AA) satellite handles CSS functions
that-use aviation assets or are unique to aviation assets. i	 ;
}	 'i A feature of the CB(AA) cell is the need for unusually
close coordination with all ACSS cells, and with all player
cells, because of geographic and functional relationships.
A particular need is to coordinate with the CS cell, since
the Division and Corps Air Management Elements, which manage
air space, are in the CS satellite as part of the Air Defense
Artillery function.
The size of the CB(AA) satellite is not expected to change
from the brigade satellites described in section 3.3 above,
and its physical configuration will be similar to that of a
maneuver brigade satellite as described above.
3.5	 Satellite System for Combat Support (CS) Role Players
The ACSS architecture provides a satellite system for
role players performing non-played CS functions. 	 The CS
functions are:
Air Defense
E Army Aviation (Corps)
Artillery
r' Chemical Defense
Communications
Engineers
Rear area operation control
Tactical air (USAF)
Generally these functions are performed by division assets
y
of battalion size which are appropriately dispersed within
the division area. 	 Certain functions will be augmented from
corps and some will be attached downward to _brigade (e.g.
artillery	 shows both cases).	 In addition Corps has re-
` tained assets.
i ( Air Defense Artillery:	 (ADA) The divisional ADA assets
`
f
!.{ are organized in a single battalion of five batteries tasked
with the SHORAD mission.	 (HIMAD coverage comes from EAC.)
Three batteries contain DIVAD guns, and are deployed in support
of the brigades.	 Two contain improved Chapparral missiles
and protect critical assets in the division rear. 	 Each bat-
u	 3-25
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tery has a platoon of MANPADS (Stinger) which is deployed by
sections (18 sections overall) generally in defense of spe-
cific points, convoys, and formations.	 The ADA battalion
also has the division airspace management function as well as
threat detection assets (F'AAR).	 Corps has an organic capa-
bility responsible for protecting the corps rear area, using
Y-Hawks and SHORAD assets. 	 The Corps ADA assets include the it
Corps Air Management Element.
Army'Aviation (Corps): 	 While divisional assets are
played as a maneuver element, the roughly equivalent sized
Corps aviation assets are played as combat support.
	
These
assets typically consist of 4-5 battalion level units: one
or two attack squadrons, employed in general support, two
battalions of lift assets, one Chinook and one lighter utility r
unit (Huey or Blackhawk) and a command battalion, serving
the corps command element. 	 The use of these elements also -`
will be controlled from the ADA work station.
Artillery:	 Divisional fire support assets typically con-
sist of four artillery battalions, three (155 min) being
assigned to the brigades for direct support and a heavy
battalion (8" SP and MLRS) retained for general support ar-
tillery; a heavy division typically would receive four bat_,
talions organized as a brigade: one 155 mm SP, two 8" SP,
r
and MLRS.	 These usually would be maneuvered by batteries;
target acquisition assets would be dispersed among the for-
ward command posts of supported units and would move typi-
cally with these.	 Artilley assets retained by corps are vari-
able; they tend to be battlefield missiles, e.g. Lance or
the future CSWS . #
The direct support battalions would be operated from the j
maneuver brigade satellites, while the general support bat-
talions would be operated from the combat support satellite.
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Firing batteries will be located 3-10 km behind the FEBA de-
pending on caliber and posture. Headquarters and organic
support are further to the rear and will include both radar
and RPV acquisition means.
Engineers: The division has an engineer battalion which
is composed of four engineer companies and.a bridging company.
Typically three companies are in direct support to the bri-
gades, the others being in general support to the division.
Corps assets will vary; a heavy corps is claimed to have four
battalions per division available. Use of these assets would
be under the.contrcl of the division engineering officer.
The most urgent needs will be near the FEBA; other engineering
tasks will exist toward the rear.
Critical engineering tasks are removing and constructing
barrierse combat bridging, and fighting as infantry when
needed. Engineers take a leading role in military operations
in urban terrain, both offensive and defensive.
Other assets played from the combat support satellite are
the chemical defense, communications, MP (RAOC) and (via the
DAME in air defense) the USAF TacAir activity.. Generally
these activities do not require action by role players. When
they do, it is in response to an intervention in the game on
the part of OPFOR or the exercise director for the purpose of
exercising the players. The principal duty of the CS cell is
to detect the activity, take local action as appropriate,
forward to player echelons the impact of such action, and
react as ordered.
The description indicates a large number of functions
must be performed, Each of which is, in itself, fairly in-
frequent. Overlaid on this background are the higher fre-
quency artillery function (minus direct support) and at a
lesser frequency, the engineer function. The functions have
in common being played over a division area rather than a
3-27
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brigade area (some corps assets may require a larger field
of action still, CSWS being one such case, but these can be
expected to be infrequent.)
• Table 3-5 shows our evaluation of work -station require-
ments assuming one division and corps are played heavily and
two divisions are played lightly (i.e. the intensity and
tempo of combat is much less for the two supporting divisions !
than for the "star"). 	 We expect the highest intensity CS
function will be the general support and reinforcing artillery r
functions (direct support being handled out of the brigade a^
satellites).	 Based on the number of units to be deployed
and fired, three workstations are allocated to this function.
A separate work station is dedicated to the air defense func-
tion because, in large part,of its division air management
and Air Force Tac Air liaison responsibilities. 	 The remain-
ing functions require a large variety of interactions at
fairly low frequency.	 Three work stations are allocated to
these functions to reduce the impact of shifting from task x
to task, although additional analysis and exercise exper-
ience are required to validate this estimate.
The consolidation of division and corps CS functions • in
the same satellite is to allow efficient use of staff and
resources in all loadings, regardless of organizational
attachments to corps or division, or the changing workload
as the CS planning activity works its way down the chain of
command.
	 Figure 3-9 de icts one such satellite configuration,
which includes a large screen display for a coordinated view x
I	 of the area of responsibility.
a
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TABLE 3r,5 SATELLITE SY=14 FOR COMBAT
SUPPORT ROLE PLAYERS
• Three work stations for general support, general support.
reinforcing and reinforcing artillery.
• Work station for DAME function, air defense and Corps aviation,
9 Three work stations for engineer and "other" activities
• One large screen display for overview of CS operations
• Three printers for reports
I • This system performs Combat Support for one heavily played
division, two lightly played divisions, and corps.
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T 4 3.6	 Satellite System for Combat Service Support (CSS) Role
Players
- y The ACSS requirements report indicates that unless
appropriate actions in the requisition channels occur, re-
supply, reinforcement, evacuation, and -repair activities
A - should not occur, and that appropriate reductions in unitr^
effectiveness should be levied.	 Also, damage to CSS faci-
.
lities should reduce stockpiles and repair rates.	 From this 11
weimay .infer that the CSS satellite has four basic functions: !
r^
G
positioning and movement of facilities to support the
t J * changing battlefield, the allocation of resources within
G the role played units, the forwarding to players of requests
generated by role played units, and the insertion into the
model of the-player responses to those requests,
The forward support battalion attached to the brigade
t represents the lowest echelon where this process comes under
If
_ role player purview.
l _ The number of CSS locations that might be targeted, and
.4	 t whose movement should be controlled, appears to be about four
^t per battalion, eight in the brigade rear, sixteen in the divi-
sion rear and twenty five in the corps area.
	 Higher echelon
k
zt
targets will be larger, more lucrative, and less frequently
moved.
t, In general the requisitioning process moves from the batta- k;
lions up, with requisitions filled at the lowest possible level
'
and, if not filled, consolidated and sent on up the chain. }i
E Initially three classes of supply will be considered: 	 POL
(Class III), ammunition (Class V), and everything else.
? The medical and maintenance functions operate in ,analogous
fashion, with wounded soldiers and broken material being
y shipped back to progressively more . elaborate facilities, where
they either are healed (repaired) and returned to duty or sent }
back further to the rear,
}
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The requests that can be handled forward (essentially
organic to maneuver battalion) are done internal to the
simulation.	 The role players are provided automated aids to
perform the consolidation function and satisfy routine requests
at higher echelons.	 The intent is to retain the consolidation
process, so that the role players get training value, while 71
reducing the time required to perform it and cutting manpower.
Depending on the degree of manning at DISCOM and COSCOM player
cells, a point is reached where the aggregation of requisitions
is converted to SOP format and sent to the players. 	 The players
react (possibly performing consolidations and forwardings of
their own) and responses return to the role players. 	 The role
players act on the responses and put the appropriate informa- 6
tion back into the simulations.
The discussion above suggests a four workstation satellite.
One station will be required for site and route relocation, one
will be used as a general purpose spare, and two for supply, Dpersonnel and maintenance, where training benefit ensues from
modeling the movement of requisitions up the chain by sending
from workstation A to B, and sending back to A.	 The number
of workstations will grow if
.
more units are modelled or if the
number of supply categories grows substantially.
Table 3-6 summarizes the satellite configuration for combat
service support, and Figure 3-10 provides a sketch of the facil-
ity.
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4. EXAMPLE COMPUTER SYSTEMS
i The ACSS functions discussed in previous sections could
be implemented in a variety of computer architectures. 	 Figure
4-1 summarizes some of the most prominent candidates.	 A cen-
tralized system, consisting of terminals connected to a power-
ful minicomputer or mainframe computer, would have the advan-
tage of low complexity.
	
Nevertheless, while a single power-
ful computer might be able to support all of the simulation
A
functions needed for a CPX, it would be difficult to drive
independent graphics displays and support multiple users. 	 A
networked system, consisting of multiple microcomputers linked
together with broadband communications, would support a large
number of interactive users, but.at the cost of high complex-
.. ity, particularly if the models and database are partitioned
among the processors.	 The distributed architecture uses
microcomputers to handle the interactive and display functions
and a minicomputer to handle the simulation and centralized
{ database functions.	 The hardware cost is apt to be higher
for the distributed architecture than for the network archi-
tecture, but this design can provide more flexibility and may
be less complex to implement.	 Therefore, we have selected
(( this architecture as the baseline for the preliminary ACSS
i_ design.
We have chosen representative computer systems consistent
I.j with the distributed architecture in Figure 4-1 to serve as
examples and as a basis for planning. 	 We recommend that the
~3` actual development of an automated CPX support system should
start with a detailed design phase that would . include identi-
fying and evaluating hardware options. 	 Furthermore, because
of the . uncerta nties inherent in developing a corps-level
system, we recommend an evolutionary development approach
to minimize risk and maximize system performance. 	 The
f
following paragraphs describe the example computer systems
Elk
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and provide preliminary cost estimates for a full system to
assist planners in determining the potential scope of effort.
The prices listed are nominal prices from the current vendor 	 ar
catalogs, and do not reflect discounts or special government
rates that might be available. Computer hardware changes
quickly in prices and availability; many of the examples des-
cribed here were not available six months ago, and it is rea-
sonable to expect that many new options will appear during
the next six months.,
The example minicomputer chosen for the central computer
system in the ACSS preliminary design is the.VAX 11/780, made
by the Digital Equipment Corporation(DEC).. Al'Lhough there
are other minicomputers (e.g., Prime or Perkin-Eimer) that
could be considered,, the VAX is a well-established product
with broad support from DEC and other vendors, it is widely
used by the Army. and other government agencies, and RARDE
has adapted FOURCE (Ref. 3) to execute in this environment.
The current experience is that FOURCE runs three to four times
faster than real time on a VAX 11/780. This fact implies
that a less powerful (and less expensive) computer such as
the VAX 11/750 might be adequate for a division-level CPX.
TRASANA, however, believes that a corps-level CPX would re-
quire approximately five times as much computational power
as a division-level CPX, implying that even an 11/780 might
be inadequate.. Nevertheless,, we believe that the 11/780 is a
reasonable choice for planning puxposes because it is clearly
adequate for a division CPX, potentially adequate for a corps
CPX, and it has growth capability if computational require-
ments are greater than expected. First, the 11/780 can be
upgraded to an 11/782, which is a dual-processor system.
Second, the 11/780 can be upgraded to a VAX cluster, which
allows multiple VAX computers to operate cooperatively.
Third, the 11/780 can be augmented with slave processors to
perform simulation functions Ce.g., a separate slave pro,
cessor to execute FOURCE for each division).	 The slave
processor might be a relatively inexpensive microcomputer
such as the new DEC MICRO-VAX, which uses a 32-bit processor
and is compatible with VAX systems.
	 For these reasons, we
believe that a central system based on DEC equipment would
have enough growth capability to handle the needs of a CP.X
system.
Table 4-1 summarizes the example computer hardware for
the central system, based on discussions with the vendor
and data derived from current catalogs (Refs. 4 , 6). 	 The K,
basic VAX 11/780 system comes with 2 M bytes of main memory,
which can be expanded to 16 M bytes within the same cabinet
or to 32 M bytes by adding another cabinet. 	 We believe that
4 M bytes is the minimum needed for this application.
	 Further.. ^ #
`	 more, a floating-point accelerator is needed for the numeri-
cally-intensive simulation programs.
	 We have selected one of
k	
the new UNIBUS disk subsystems that provide large capacity at 3
low price, although a removeable disk system might facilitate
security procedures.
	 We include a programmable communications
processor because of the large number of satellite systems
in the ACSS architecture.
	 The VT102 alphameric terminals,
which will be used by the systems staff, provide more features
and are less expensive than the VT100 terminals (which used
an out-sized power supply to support optional processor boards°
that are no longer available).
	 The laser printer is included
because it is fast, quiet, and produces report-quality masters.3
It might be desirable also to include a regular line printer
for producing program listings, but the laser printer may be
sufficient for all applications.
	
The software includes the
VAX/VMS virtual memory operating ;system and a Fortran com-
piler, which is needed for.FOURCE..	 The nominal purchase
price is approximately $300,000, and the associated mainten-
4-4
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iance price or basic monthly charge (BMC) is slightly less
than $1500 per month.
Each satellite system contains a number of work stations
di
that support interactive videographics functions. 	 A micro- .1
computer is needed in the work station to generate the gra-
phics overlays and respond to user input. 	 The example work
. pl
station in the ACSS preliminary design is based on a new DEC
r
product, the Interactive Video Information System (IVIS).
IVIS, which will be released in December of 1983, is expli-
citly designed for interactive videographics applications, 1
and hence provides an integrated package well-suited to ACSS. r
IVIS is based on the DEC Professional 350 microcomputer, which
uses the PDP-11/23-PLUS 16-bit processor. 	 Table 4-2 describes
the example work station.
	
The basic IVIS package includes r,
both hard and floppy disk systems, a floating point adapter,
and a color monitor, so only a videodisk, player and a communi-
cationsacka a	 to exchange files with the VAX) are neededP	 g	 (	 c ^.
as extras.
	
IVIS includes a multi-tasking operating system, I`
which is required in the ACSS design so that communications
and database tasks can execute in the background without in-
terfering with the user's interactive tasks. 	 We have in-
spected IVIS in several demonstrations, and we were favor-
able impressed with the display quality, particularly its
stability; the IVIS display exhibits essentially no flicker,
which is a problem for many of the existing videographics
systems.	 Nevertheless, IVIS is a new product and not enough
information is available at this time to verify its adequacy
for ACSS. 	 Table 4-3 itemizes the principal considerations.' i
Our summary is that we believe that IVIS would be a cost-
effective component for ACSS, but there is some risk because
it has very limited growth capability.	 If further analysis
indicates that IVIS is not adequate, then it would be neces-
sary to design a work station using a separate microcomputer
4-6
TABLE 4-2 EXAME WORK STATION
DEC IVIS (Interdctive Video Information System)
e Professional 35 r microcomputer with 512 KB of main memory
• Hard disk subsystem (10 MB)
e RX50 floppy disk subsystem (800 KB)
e Floating point adapter
e Videodi.sk interface
e Extended bit-map module
e 13-inch RGB monitor
e P/OS operating system
DEC PRO/Communications package (QB005-C3)
DEC NPL Database Software (QA117-C3)
DEC Special Extended Warranty (12 months)
Sony LDP1000. Videodisk System
Nominal prices:
IVIS:	 12,600
PRO/COMM:	 195
Database software 	 400
Special Warranty:
	
200
Videodisk player
	
2,475
t
I
C.
tpE
i
1
S
TABLE 4-3 IVIS CONSIDERATIONS
Advantages:
• Lower cost than other systems with comparable capability.
• Integrated package (microcomputer, videographics mixer, and display
generator).simplifies set up and use.
• Flicker-free RGB display.
s Hardware and software are compatible with central minicomputer;
simplifying file transfers.
Disadvantages:
• Newroduct although used b DEC for traini ng programs during pastP 9	 Y	 9 P 9	 ^' 9 P
year.
• Vertical resolution marginal (240 lines); circles have visible
stair steps.
• Single-user operating system restricts flexibility.
• Memory limited to 512 KB until DEC upgrades to higher-density boards.
• Communications channel capacity limited to RS232 asynchronous in
current . hardware configuration.
4
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and display generator.	 For example, the microcomputer could
be the DEC MICRO-11 (which has a multi-user operating system
and the capability to use large memory systems) or one of the
many systems (e.g., Wicat, Pixel, Charles River) based on the
Motorola 68000 processor, and the display generator could be
rr a device such as the Symtec PGS-III or the New Media Graphics
GraphOver 9500.	 This design would increase the price of the
work station by perhaps $10,000, but would also provide much
more capability.	 For plannihg purposes, we assume that the
IVIS design is sufficient.
Application software needed for the work stations could
be developed either directly on the microcomputers or on the
minicomputer; in the latter case, the developed software
would be down-loaded to the microcomputers for testing and
^'
use.
	 Developing the source code on the minicomputer facili-
configuration management by keeping all code in a sin-
gle library.	 Furthermore, the current DEC pricing policies
discourage using microccmputer-based tools for systems such
as ACSS with multiple computers because the tools must be
^i bought separately for each computer.
	 Therefore, we have
selected the minicomputer software listed in Table 4-4 to
support the development of application software for the work
stations.
Tables 4-5 and 4-6 contain additional examples of candi-
date software for the central minicomputer system to support
^'
the database management and configuration management functions.
The examples include products from both DEC and other vendors.
For planning purposes, we have selected the Software House
li System 1032 database management system and the Softool Corpor-
ation configuration management software for the baseline.
Table 4-7 describes an example uninterruptible power system
(UPS), which'we believe has the capacity to protect the
minicomputer and the disk subsystem from power anomalies.
i
TABLE 4-4 EXAMPLE DEC MINICOMPUTER SOFTWARE
^i
IcA
L J
F-I
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TAKE 4-6 EXAMIUM CF SOPMOM CONFIGURATICN
f9XV024W SYSTEMS
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Example DEC software:
• Code Management System	 ($1151000).
• Module Management System	 ($3,300).
• Maintain multiple files as a project library.
• Generate reports on changes in code.
• Build system by updating only modules
that have changed.
• Collection of separate utilities accessed from command level,
Ji
u
I
S{I
i
y	 a* .	 r.	 L
1
We believe that a system of this type would be a prudent
11
'r
investment, given the cost of the computer system and the
potential implications of a disruption during.an
 exercise. a
Tables 4='8 and 4-9 provide examples for peripheral devices
needed in the satellite systems.
	 The Electrohome ECP1000 is
a new large screen display expressly designed to operate
with computer-generated images.
	 The Tally printer has many i
desirable features and is much less expensive than the.stan-
dard DEC printer. :=
Table 4-10 summarizes the list prices for the elements
in the central system. 	 The total price is about $550,000,_ j
including an allowance for items such as taxes and spares,
but excluding site preparation (e.g., power distribution
and air conditioning).
Table 4-11 summarizes the list prices for the elements
in the satellite systems.
	 For planning purposes, we have 1
assumed a full corps CPX system that supports three divisions
with four maneuver brigades in each division.
	 The total
price is about $1,300,000.
	 Again, we have not attempted to
estimate the costs associated with site preparation. III
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TABLE 4-8 EXAMPLE LARGE SCREEN
DISPLAY SYSTEM
Electrohome Electronics ECP1000:
• Designed for computer graphics displays (RGB);
composite video option?i,
• Adaptable to front and rear projection screens, 5 ft.
through 1 ft, diagonal.
• Single lens system and range finder lights simplify
alignment.
• Optical resolution.of 600 lines,
• Aspect ratio of 3:4.
• Ceiling installation optional,
9
^I I^
a	 1^	 ,,
TABLE 4-9 EXAMPLE PRINTER FOR
SATELLITE WORK STATIONS
f
Mannesmann Tally MT 160L:
• Dot matrix printer:
• 7 x 9 (data processing mode).
• 20 x 18 (correspondence mode).
• 128 x 133 (per inch in graphics mode).
• Multiple character sets:
• 96 ASCII characters..
9 11 Graphic symbols.
• 31 Scientific characters.
Print speed
• 160 cps (data processing mode).
40 cps (correspondence mode).
s. RS 2320 interface, 150-9600 baud.
• Tractor feed optional at extra cost.
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TABLE 4-10 SUMMARY OF CENTRAL SYSTEM
PRICE
295,090
23,485
40,000
80,000
26,900
80,000
$545,475—
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PL C TION5. FREEDOM HALL IM I ^ 	 S
The following preliminary comments on physical layout assume
the use of Freedom Hall., Ft, Lev7is , WA. Maximum use is made of
existing spaces, additional partitions being added as required
'	 and minimal changes being made to existing partitioning.
{ Figure 5-1 is a 2:1 reduction of an architectural sketch
of Freedom Hall as of 21 July 1983. The lettered notations
are for identification and refer to present usage as appro-
.'	 pri ate .
Figure 5-2 indicates proposed usage, including thirteen
brigade spaces, a combat support space, a combat service sup-
port space, the OPFOR space, the exercise director's facility,
the briefing facility, and the facility for echelons above
corps (EAC).
! r` 	 5.1 Use of Present Space
Storage room A will continue to be used for storage. Rooms
B-H will be used for up to seven of the brigade cells. These
rooms vary somewhat in size, G and'H being marginal, and there-
fore used for less active units. When shelves are set up in
G and H, all of these rooms have four to five feet of space
for each of three workstations, plus room on the opposite wall
for cormranications to the player cells. Room I will continue
(	 to be used in its present capacity, as will the OPFOR cell,
t.	 room J. The large screen displays for OPFOR will be set up on
opposite short walls, while the ten workstations will be set up
along the side walls with between five and six feet per work-
station. (The indicated 20' 6" dimension appears to be a typo;
29' 6" is the correct value). The exercise director's staff
will use thesuite of rooms K-Q, evicting the EAC. The briefing
area rooms K and L will continue to be used as such with the
^-	 proposed briefing workstation in K. Spare room in L can be
used for data and records storage. The main area, M, provides
C ► 	
,
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the space for the exercise director's staff workstations and
for the central computer facility. Raised flooring, air con-
ditioning and a new wide door facing the existing exterior
wide door should be expected.
5.2 New Space
The entities that remain to be accommodated are six brigade
satellites, the combat support and combat service support
satellites, and the echelons above corps cell.
Figure 5-2 shows one way of placing these entities. By
walling up the counter space at room R. space for two brigade
satellites is provided. The other four brigades would occupy
the four spaces created by use of flexible partitions along the
wall of the exercise director's suite. Combat support and com-
bat service support satellites would be placed adjacent to the
OPFOR room, again using flexible partitions. Depending on
communication requirements the combat support area can grow at
the expense of the combat service support area. Echelons above
corps would be moved to the second floor area over the exercise
director's suite. Walls and a stairway will be needed, and
some-care should be given to the satellite wiring from the
central computer _so as not to'interfere with EAC facilities.
5.3 Other Features
The partitions should be head high and should be acousti-
cally treated. (Cloth is preferred to perforated vinyl notices
can be pinned up.) Whiteboards (not chalkboards) should be
available for hanging, as should be desk space for the work
station terminals. Power, computer, and communications lines
would be routed overhead and dropped to workstations for maxi-
mum flexibility.
The critical unanswered questions in determining whether
this arrangement will work are: 1) the amount of additional
space per workstation required for manuals, procedures, and
h
r
	
3)
an
ra	
a
reference material. 2) the number of communicators re-
quired on the other side of the unit cell, and 3) the need
li to retain maps in the cells. The flexible arrangements made
possible by the partition approach will materially assist in( j
i;	 arranging equipment and personnel as needed to support the
(	
actual. work load.
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PREFACE x
This is the third in a series of reports on a two-month effort
to develop a preliminary design of an automated CPX support
system. This effort was performed for the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory of the California Institute of Technology under
Contract No. 956622.
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1.	 INTRODUCTION
f ,
RDA is developing a preliminary design for an automated
corps-level command post exercise (CPX) support system.
	 The
support system models combat processes and generates data for
exercise support personnel (roleplayers), who stimulate the
command post staffs (players) who are being exercised.
	 We ri
have collected user requirements for such a system (Ref. 1)
and have defined the computer-based functions that would be
needed (Ref. 2).	 Some of the important computer requirements t j
include modeling processes such as target acquisition, unit
movements, and combat resolution.
	 Existing computer programs !
developed to support military analysis include models of these s
types; based on this observation, we are examining the feasi-
bility of an evolutionary approach as shown in Figure d-1 for
developing an automated support system.
r Assuming the existence of an appropriate systemic division-
level model, then the first step in developing the CPX support
'system would be to modify the program for interactive use,
allowing the exercise role players to control the units being
simulated.	 One potential advantage of such an approach is'i
reduced time and effort to develop an initial capability,
which can then serve as a test bed for refining the require-
ments for a complete system.
	 It is clear, however, that the x'
division-level model would have to be augmented, both to
account for non-divisional assets and to treat additional
processes.	 The resulting corps-level CPX support system s'
might then provide the foundation for a systemic corps-level
model.	 There are significant potential advantages in having
compatible models for both systemic and exercise applications.
For example, the systemic models typically use modeling
assumptions about staff performance (e.g., delay times); if
a compatible model is used in exercises, then data can be i
' rv'	 4G4iYNP	 `J
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collected on actual staff performance and used to improve the
l representations in the systemic models. 	 As another example,
if the systemic models are demonstrated to be compatible with
rJi
actual exercise experience, then it is possible that the
^t
systemic models could be used in a la
	 er-
	
rg scale exercise as
surrogate staffs, reducing the personnel requirements for
z, role players. i
One prominent candidate for use as the systemic division-
level model is the Command, Control, Communications, and
Combat Effectiveness Model, commonly referred to as FOURCE,
developed by the TRADOC Systems Analysis Activity (TRASANA).
This model was originally developed to support a cost and
operational effectiveness analysis (COEA) for an automated
command and control system, and hence differs from other
^.'
systemic models in having a detailed representation of command
and control in addition to the models of sensors and weapons
.	 P
for an Army division.	 FOURCE (Refs. 3-6) has been used
extensively by TRADOC to support subsequent COEAs, including
a joint study with the Royal Armament Research and Development j.-
{ Establishment (RARDE). 	 FOURCE was adopted by RARDE, who have
rehosted the software from a Univac mainframe computer to a
DEC VAX-11/780 minicomputer.	 For clarity, we refer to the
RARDE version as UKFOURCE (Refs. 7-9)
s
FOURCE has many of the modeling capabilities that would
be required in an exercise support system. FOURCE contains
explicit.models of the battlefield, including smoke effects;
target acquisition by a variety of sensors, accounting for
constraints on intervisibility; movement by Red and Blue
units, treating factors such as obstacles (e.g., minefields),
terrain, and trafficability; and communications networks
connecting the Blue staff echelons from battalion to division.
The Red and Blue forces develop perceived views of the battle-
field based on target acquisition reports and status reports.
I
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These battlefield perceptions then influence tactical decisions
such as whether to withdraw or reinforce specific units, taking
into account factors such as the distance to the closest enemy
unit and the perceived relative combat effectiveness. The
combat resolution models account for aspects such as the allo-
cation of fire power, the number of targets within range, and
the vulnerability of each target type to each weapon type.
In an exercise environment, the tactical decisions would
be based on role player judgment rather than predefined rules,
as in the current FOURCE. Nevertheless, FOURCE has many
ingredients that make it especially attractive as a point of
departure. In particular, FOURCE explicitly represents the
generation of reports for staff processing, and thus may be
well-suited to generating reports from the simulated battalions
to the role players representing the brigade staff. Further-
more, the units in the simulation take action upon receipt of
orders, so in principle it might be possible to inject orders
from the role players.
In order to evaluate the suitability of FOURCE for use in
an interactive environment, we contracted with Technical
Solutions, Inc. (TSI) to perform an independent assessment 	 Y
of theeffort required to modify the software. TSI selected
the RARDE version (UKFOURCE) as the basis for this evaluation,	 }'
partly because UKFOURCE is written entirely in Fortran and
includes enhancements (such as a restart capability) that
foster its application in the exercise environment. TSI
performed a detailed analysis, itemizing changes to individual 4__
subroutines. Their results appear in Ref. 10. In parallel 'f
with the TSI effort, we examined both FOURCE and UKFOURCE,^
based on the referenced documents and on program listings
and cross-reference tables supplied by TRASANA. Our objec-
tives were to understand the model's capabilities and software
1-4
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structure, to identify characteristics suited to interactive
use, and to find out what types of problems might be encoun-
tered in modifying the code.
UKFOURCE is a medium-sized Fortran program, as summarized
in Table 1-1.	 It contains approximately 50 more subroutines
than FOURCE (which is described in Appendix B). 	 Many of the
additional subroutines support the backup and recovery func-
tions, although in some cases RARDE has improved FOURCE
structure by breaking a very large subroutine (e.g., CMDBDE,
which performs many command functions) into a number of
smaller and more tractable subroutines. 	 We have not found
any significant differences between the two versions in
modeling capability.	 The tactical decision and staff pro-
cessing modules account for a large fraction of the code;
many of these subroutines would still be needed even in an
interactive version because they deal with battalion oper-
ations such as sending reports to brigade. 	 Therefore, it
is reasonable to hope that it might be more efficient to
modify UKFOURCE than to attempt building an equivalent soft-
ware system from scratch.
Both FOURCE and UKFOURCE are time-step simulations that
advance combat time in terms of minor and major cycles.
Figure 1-2 presents a very simplified view of the simulation
1
control logic.	 The program performs a sequence of distinct
calculations using separate software modules controlled by
an executive.	 Within each major cycle, UKFOURCE.begins by
 movement status for each unit.determining the current  	  	 s	 r	 ch	 .	 Fort
example, a unit which was ordered to advance might have
encountered a previously undetected enemy unit that blocks
it.	 Using the current destination, the program computes the
2
direction of movement for those units that have movement 	 ;.
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qrectangular grid to represent the battlefield, units can move
in arbitrary directions.)	 UKFOURCE then performs three
functions in sequence on a minor cycle basis, iterating until
one major cycle has been completed:	 it computes the current
M
speed of movement, taking into account a number of factors
that could degrade mobility; it models the effects of direct
fire; and'it computes new locations for the moving units.
x;
The program then accounts for the effects of combat support
such as artillery, models the processes of controlling and ^J
directing the battle, advances the combat time by one major
cycle (typically set to one minute), and then repeats the 4
C
C' } sequence.
The fact that UKFOURCE performs distinct functions using
separate modules encourages the hope that the program can be
modified for interactive use. 	 Furthermore, the various
Fortran subroutines usually communicate through named COMMON
` blocks, which provides a mechanism for intercepting the data
flow.	 Nevertheless, UKFOURCE is a complex program (because
it models very complex processes), so a detailed analysis
r:;
would be needed to determine what modifications would be
appropriate.	 In the remainder of this document we present
a technical approach for designing the modifications (Section
2),, a sample analysis of modifying the program to accept
3
movement orders from role players (Section 3), and a summary
of our analysis of the software structure of the existing
.
program (Section 4).
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ADAPTING UKFOURCE TO AN INTERACTIVE ENVIRONMENT
The. current version of UKFOURCE is a systemic simulation
that is exeduted in batch mode on a DEC 'VAX minicomputer. In
order to use UKFOURCE as part of an automated exercise support
system, the software must be adapted to execute in an inter-
active environment where role players enter commands to govern
the activities of entities such as maneuver units and artil-
lery batteries that are being simulated. This adaptation re-
quires changes in three functional areas:
• Controlling the simulation;
• Accepting orders from the role players;
• Generating reports for the role players,
The current simulation program runs faster than real time -
that is, three to five hours of combat can be simulated in
roughly one hour of computer time. While this speed is highly
desirable for analysis purposes, it is clearly inappropriate
for an exercise application because it would place an unreal-
istic load on the role players and players. In order for
UKFOURCE to be used in an exercise environment, the logic that
controls the pace of the simulation must be modified to enable
the exercise director to set the ratio of combat time to exer- 	
:-r
cise time (.typically the desired ratio will be 1:1, but in 	 t3
some cases the director might wish to accelerate the exercise),
The systemic version of UKFOURCE is noteworthy for its
4	 explicit representation of command and control, a feature
that distinguishes it from most other models of ground combat. i
In an exercise environment, however, most of the command and
control functions must be performed by role players. There-
fore the software must be modified for accepting orders gen-
erated by role players rather than using the current code
that embodies tactical decision rules,
i
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The systemic version of UKFOURCE models the generation of
reports from lower to higher echelons, accounting for time
delays caused by staff processing and communications. Each
echelon develops a perception of the battlefield situation
based on the reports received. In an exercise environment,
forwarding reports and developing perceptions of the battle-
field are responsibilities of the role players and players.
Therefore, the software must be modified to provide the rele-
vant reports to the role players rather than using them in-
ternally. Furthermore, the simulation within UKFOURCE of
higher-echelon staff processing can be suppressed since role
players will be doing the processing.
We have identified several objectives to 'guide the pro-
cess of adapting UKFOURCE to operate in an interactive environ-
ment. The principal design goals are:
• Insulate role players from details of UKFOURCE operation;
• Maintain compatibility with systemic version;
• Minimize software changes.
The first goal is to minimize the need for the role players
to understand the inner workings of UKFOURCE. In the.ideal
situation, the role players would not even be aware that they
are interacting with a computer simulation. If the role
players have to learn special commands or supply unusual data
just in order to drive the simulation, then they are becoming
computer operators rather than exercise role players.
The second goal, maintaining compatibility with the sys-
temic version, is motivated by two desires. First, it ma y be
desirable to update the exercise version at various times to
incorporate improvements or corrections developed for the
systemic version. (Conversely, the detailed design for the
exercise version might identify improvements for the systemic
r
t
rm^
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version.) Second, a goal for the overall exercise support
system is to permit simulation of surrogate divisions, thereby
2-2
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reducing the labor requirements for a corps exercise. The
'q systemic version-may lend itself to this application.
The goal of minimizing software changes is motivated by
the desires to reduce the cost of developing the exercise
support system and to facilitate configuration management.
UKFOURCE is a medium size Fortran program; expanding it into
a large program would present more problems than developing
supplemental programs because of the internal couplings (e.g.,
existing UKFOURCE subroutines are coupled through calling
sequences and through'access to common data structures).
Based on these general considerations, our technical
approach is to use the existing UKFOURCE, with minimum soft-
ware changes, as the kernel of an automated exercise support
system rather than to expand UKFOURCE itself to perform all
of the extra functions that are needed. with this approach,
the role players interact with input/output processors that
.encapsulate the UKFOURCE kernel. The input processors accept
commands in standard military form from the role players and
expand and translate these commands into the format needed by
UKFOURCE. The output processors retrieve data in the compact
format generated by UKFOURCE and produce expanded reports to
the role players in standard formats.
Figure 2-1 presents a preliminary approach for using a
UKFOURCE kernel within an automated exercise support system.
Each rectangle represents a software module, lines connecting
retangles represent calling sequences, and loops represent
iterative execution. The exercise system executive controls
the execution of all of the separate models or programs, but
the figure depicts only those tasks . relevant to UKFOURCE. The
executive initiates each task in sequence,. iterating until the
exercise director indicates that. execution should be suspended
or terminated. The first task invoked by the executive collects
F	 '
1
^I
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z the commands supplied by the role players and translates them
into the formats needed by UKFOURCE.	 The second task controls
the execution.of the UKFOURCE simulation of ground combat.
The firs sub-task is to update the internal UKFOURCE data
structures based on the new commands from the role players.
The second sub-task is to model ground combat using the
UKFOURCE modules.	 As indicated in Section 1, UKFOURCE is a
time-step simulation that works in terms of major and minor
l cycles, so it would be straightforward to modify the UKFOURCE
main driver so that it will execute only the number of major
cycles specified by the executive.	 The final sub-task within
the UKFOURCE task is to update data files with the results
f..,`
R en-obtained during the simulated combat period. 	 After sus p
' t ding execution of UKFOURCE, the third task is then to trans-
late the results from the simulation into reports for the
relevant role players.
'i
^I
a;
There are other candidate approaches for adapting UKFOURCE
to an interactive environment. For example, the UKFOURCE
executive could be expanded into the exercise executive,
responding directly to input from role players on an interrupt
basis. With this approach UKFOURCE itself would become an
interactive program. One potential disadvantage of such an
approach is that the frequency of interrupts is difficult to
predict, particularly for a large number of role players.
Processing the role player input in blocks is likely to be
easier to manage and more efficient. The function of accep-
ting the role player input, which does require immediate
response, can be performed by a separate computer, for ex-
ample a microcomputer at the role player's work station.
Separating the simulation process into. three distinct steps
(input, processing, output) as in Figure 2-1 has the advan-
tages of simplifying clock control and facilitating simula -
tion growth. The executive software can access the computer
system clock to determine the current exercise time, compute
the current combat time by using the total number of major
cycles that have been processed, and determine whether it is
time to initiate the next task. The simulation can be'aug-
;mented by adding additional tasks. For example, a corps-
level exercise system must support role players for-multiple
divisions. UKFOURCE treats:; only one division, and expanding
it to directly treat multiple divisions would entail signifi-
cant software changes. The organization in Figure 2-1 suggests
a different approach, that of replicating UKFOURCE in multiple
tasks to support the various role players. Furthermore, this
design is compatible with a parallel processing approach that
employs multiple computers, which may be necessary to preserve
the desired ratio of exercise time to combat time.
Our approach for designing the input/output processors and t( 3y
for identifying the changes needed in UKFOURCE is to perform
data flow analysis for all of the data needed by the role
players.
	
Figure 2-2 describes the symbols used in our data
flow charts.	 A rectangle with a vertical line represents a f
data store, such as a disk file (denoted by I V) or a Fortran
COMMON block (denoted by 'C'). 	 In high-level design charts
the rectangle typically contains a general description of the
data, while in more detailed design charts the rectangle con-
f tains the name of the store.	 A rectangle with a horizontal
line represents a computer program, module, or subroutine,
depending on the design level, 	 For a low-level design the }
upper part of the rectangle contains the name of the sub-
routine.	 The lower part of the rectangle contains a descrip-
tion of the functions performed by this program unit on the
data whose flow is described.	 Arrows indicate the direction
of data flow; a subroutine connected to a data store by a r
double arrow reads and writes data to the store,
A
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~	 SYMBOLS USED IN FLOW DIAGRAMS
E
A SINGLE SUBPROGRAM
u	 (SUBROUTINE OR FUNCTION)
r	 ,.
A DATA STORE; IN FORTRAN,
f	 A COMMON BLOCK
k: t
S
a,
a}.
r	 !	 A DATA STORE; A DISK FILE
` ^	 4
k	 ' t
t3	 R
SUB A	 SUB B'
VAR X C
	 /NAME/ VAR X
A) SUB A CREATES VAR X AND STORES IT IN COMMON /NAME/
J	 B) SUB B READS VAR X FROM /NAME/ AND STORES IT WITH
,$	 A'NEW VALUE IN /NAME/
f {	 urFig e 2-2. Symbols used in dataflow diagrams a,
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Figure 2-3 presents a high-level description of the data
flow corresponding to the logic flow in Fi gure 2-1.	 The in-^
'	 put side starts with a'data file containing the orders col-
lected from the role players.
	 This file is read by a pro- t^
gram that converts the orders into the variables used by
UKFOURCE and stores them in Fortran COMMON blocks.
	 These
COMMON blocks are then accessed by the UKFOURCE subroutines `" t
while performing their calculations.
	 The output side has
two potential paths.
	 In some cases UKFOURCE*writes results
to disk files, providing a well-defined interface to an
output processor that uses the-,results to generate reports
+`
to the role players.	 The.other path starts from COMMON
blocks containing the simulation results and adds a sub-
program to write the results to disk files. jm
Designing the input/output processors and the modifi-
cations for UKFOURCE entails identifying all of the data
needed by the role players, identifying related variables
in UKFOURCE, tracing the flow of each variable throughout
the program, determining whether UKFOURCE usage of a variable
is influenced by other variables, defining format transfor-
mations, and finally designing any new software using the
!Astandard methods of functional decomposition and stepwise
refinement.
	 This design task is difficult because UKFOURCE ^.
treats a large number of variables, sometimes with complex
interactions.
	 To illustrate the. design process, the following z
section presents preliminary results for the case of move-
ment orders for Blue maneuver units.
yJ
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3. TREATING MOVEMENT ORDERS FOR BLUE BATTALIONS
One of the fundamental tasks for the role players in the
brigade cell is generating movement orders for the maneuver
units being simulated. We have examined the UKFOURCE treat-
ment of movement by battle groups (the U.K. equivalent of
battalions) as an example of how the program might be modified
to support interactive use.
UKFOURCE treats six aspects of movement. First, • program
logic based on decision tables determines whether units should
move and selects their destinations. Second, the program
determines whether units should move and selects their desti-
nations. Third, the program determines whether a unit is
able to move or is blocked, for example by obstacles or by
enemy units. Fourth, the program computes the direction of
movement (based on the current location and the immediate
destination) and the speed of movement (taking into account
factors such as adverse terrain and quality of roads). Fifth,
the program updates the current unit location at the end of
each minor cycle, based on the previous location, the direction
and speed of movement, and the duration of a minor cycle.
Sixth, the program automatically generates reports related to
movement; for example, a unit under heavy attack may request
permission to withdraw.
UKFOURCE software treats movement using different variables
for modeling various classes of units. Therefore, a compre-
hensive design must address a number of different variables.
The following discussion treats only those variables that
would be relevant for controlling the movement of Blue
battalions.
r
F1
In the existing UKFOURC'E, the user choreographs the poten-
44	 tial movement of Blue battalions before running the program
y	 ^
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by selecting and entering a series of successive positions for
each unit. For example, these positions might correspond to
a set of prepared locations for a delaying defense; logic in
the command/control module would then decide, based on the
actual battle dynamics, when it would be appropriate for the
unit to withdraw to the next defensive location. This soft-
ware mechanism is completely general, however, and provides
great flexibility for the user to guide the course of movement.
In addition to this table of successive positions, the program
carries for each battalion another variable defining its current
destination. Under appropriate circumstances, the command/
control logic may set the current destination to the next
value in the table of successive positions.
UKFOURCE uses data files and named Fortran COMMON blocks,
which are accessed by subroutines as needed. New variables
generated in one part of the program (e.g., the command/control
module) are placed in COMMON areas for use by other parts
(e.g., the module that computes velocity). We have tracked
the data flow for Blue movement logic by finding: -
• Disk files and COMMON blocks containing relevant
variables;
• All subroutines that access these COMMONS;
r
e Variables whose values affect the usage of the
relevant variables.
i
I P1
s
Tracking the data flow in this manner is difficult because'
ti
UKFOURCE uses a large number of data structures (more than	 ^	 r
150 named COMMONS), the code that uses the variables is often
unstructured, and sometimes variables are used for more than	 r
one function.
s
In the case of Blue battalions, the table of successive
F	 positions is stored in a multi-dimensioned array SPO and the
list of current destinations is stored in an array DST.
r
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`	 Figure 3-1 describes the data flow as we have traced it. As 	
k
far as UKFOURCE is concerned, the table of successive positions
	 a
s
is obtained from a disk file that is created by a preprocessor
run by the user. A subroutine in UKFOURCE copies this table
"	 into the COMMON area calledBLUBDE for use b/	 /	 Y other sub-
routines. Subroutine CMDBLU is a high-level driver that
invokes routines that model the command/control process for
Blue. The CMDBLU box includes the subset of these subroutines
f	 that deal with the movement variables. Some of these sub- r
routines (NOAMMU, BTHREE, BFOUR, TFB, TFC, TFD, and DIV2)
construct from SPO the new variable DST, which functions as
the immediate destination. DST is stored in the COMMON area
LT
	
	
called /DESTS/, and from there it can be referenced by any of
the subroutines shown. DST is used both as the current desti-
nation and as a control flag; under some circumstances DST is
set to zero to indicate that the unit is not moving. Unfor-
tunately, this usage interlocks with other control flags that
indicate whether the unit is mounted or dismounted, whether
the unit is supposed to be moving, and the unit's current
mission (e.g., defend or delay). Within the command/control
t
'subroutines, all routines except DEFEND both use and update
}	 DST; DEFEND merely uses it. For example, DST is updated when
i	 motion is halted under circumstances such as: r
• Current.destination is reached;
• Progress is halted by an obstacle such as a river;
• Retreat is necessary;
• Retreating unit is overtaken by an enemy unit and
must stand and fight;
• Maneuver unit is destroyed.
fJ In addition to the command/control routines, three other 	 k
subroutines employ but do not change DST. VECTOR uses the
current location and destination to compute the direction of
3-3
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.,CMDBLU
I NOAMMU
r
MESAG E
DEFEND
)1(DST)
INPUTS (SPO) (SP0) DELAY (DST)
F FROM C /BLUBDE/ C /DEBTS/ < ti
USER
WITHOR (DST) (DST)
VECTOR MOVE
t:
ONETWO
BTHREE
BFOUR
TFB
j
TFC
. I
TFD
*SEE TABLE 3-1 FOR
BRIEF EXPLANATIONt^
OF FUNCTION OF DIV2DESTINATION IN
EACH SUBROUTINE {
Figure 3-1.	 UKFOURCE data destinations
I
flow for
of Blue maneuver units }
rmovement. MOVE computes the current speed of the moving units
(skipping over units whose destination is set to zero) and
updates their location based on one minor cycle of movement in
	 f
the direction computed by VECTOR. MESSAGE is concerned with
the dissemination of status reports when units arrive at their
destinations. Table 3-1 describes the function of each sub-
routine with regard to its treatment of movement variables.
For reference, Table 3-2 provides a more comprehensive descrip-
tion of the subroutine functions.
This treatment of movement variables for Blue battalions
is very compatible with the general approach described in
Section 2 for adapting UKFOURCE to an interactive environment.
In the current batch-processing environment, the UKFOURCE user
defines a single set of successive positions in advance of the
run. In the proposed interactive environment, the role player
supplies a new set of successive positions whenever he judges
that the tactical situation calls for unit movement. As
discussed in Ref. 2, the role player might use a cursor in a
videographics display to designate the intermediate points in
the planned route. System software would then determine the
UTM coordinates of these points and translate them into the
coordinate system used within UKFOURCE. The input preprocessor
discussed in Section 2 would then write these data into the
disk file used by UKFOURCE, which would have to be modified
to read the file and load /BLUBDE/ with SPO each time the,
program is invoked by the system executive. The UKFOURCE
subroutines that monitor the actual movement of the units,.
detect obstacles, halt the movement, and send reports to the
brigade would all be extremely useful in the exercise context
	 {
because they would free the role players of many time-consuming
calculations that are performed manually in current exercises.
Figure 3-2 depicts the preliminary design of a data flow
for Blue movement orders in an interactive environment. In
lU `xt	 .^ ^: ! ..	 ma	 c.	 a	
e
TABLE 3-1 SUBROUTINE FUNCTIONS RELATED TO MOVEMENT
.VARIABLES FOR BLUE BATTALIONS
Subroutine.	 Function of Destination in Subroutine
NOAMMU
	
	
If, unit is out of ammo, destination is set
equal to next sequential position.
DEFEND
	
	 Check if destination has been reached or.
the unit stopped for another reason.
DELAY	 Checks for shared battalion destinations.
WITHDR
	
Checks for shared battalion destinations.
ONETWO
	
	
If destination is zero, retreat is directed
to and over a river, for battle groups one
and two.
iY
0
'4
i
i
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TABLE 3-2. GENERAL SUBROUTINE FUNCTIONS
SUBROUTINE
NOAMMU
GENERAL SUBROUTINE FUNCTION
Invoked when a battalion has become inactive, it checks
whether the inactivity is due to the battalion having
been destroyed or being merely cc of ammunition. If
the latter, the battalion's destination is set to the
latest scheduled position, until the last position is
reached.'
Delays Blue battalions, based on several criteria.
Withdraws Blue battalion, based on several criteria.
Controls Blue battalions one and two, directing retreat
to and.over a river.
Controls Blue battalion #3, generating two 3-minute-
ambushes and then directing retreat across a river..
Controls Blue battalion #4, generating three 3-minute
ambushes and then directing retreat across a river.
Controls and directs task force B: It assigns POF,
allocates fight ground attack sorties, withdraws the
tank force to corps reserve area, and coordinates
movement to and through obstacles..
Like TFB, for task force C.
Like TFB, for task force D.
Controls the second Blue division, allocating aircraft,
helicopters and fighter ground attack sorties to the
battalions. Commits the reserve battalion when the main
DELAY
WITHDR
ONETWO
BTHREE
BFOUR
TFB
TFC
TFD
DIV2
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Figure 3-2. Preliminary data flow design
for. UKFOURCE kernel
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many ways it is similar to the current data flow, consistent
with our objective of minimizing software changes. A new
subroutine (not labeled in the diagram) will be needed to
refresh SPO each time UKFOURCE is executed, based on the
movement orders that have been previously collected from the
role players. The CMDBLU subroutine which currently makes
some of the tactical decisions that should be made by role
players, would probably be replaced by a new driver to con-
trol the lower-level subroutines. Some of.the lower-level
routines might be deleted or modified, but many would be
retained in their current form. As an extra feature, the
flow diagram shows the current destination being written to
a disk file, making it available for use by the exercise
controllers in monitoring system behavior.
Even though the software changes implied by this pre-
liminary design might be fairly minor, a significant amount
of analysis and detailed design effort would be required.
Each of the subroutines in Figure 3-1 would have to be
evaluated more thoroughly, taking into account both the
movement variables and the other related variables (such as
unit mission) that would be defined by role players. Further-
more, this discussion has treated only the movement variables
for Blue battalions; similar analysis would be required for
Blue artillery units, sensors, and command posts as well as
the various classes of OPFOR units.
4. DESCRIPTION OF UKFOURCE SOFTWARE
Various discussions of the UKFOURCE software exist already .
(Refs. 3-9); each of the references contains some material on
software structure. It has been necessary in our analyses,
however, to rely primarily on the original Fortran code,
supplemented by the descriptions in the TSI report (Ref. 10).
Our descriptions of program modules are drawn from these
sources and are abbreviated for ease in assimilation. Our
presentation of logic flow comes from analyzing the original
code, with.occasional clarifications from each of the other
references; it is intended to streamline for others the pro-
cess of becoming familiar with UKFOURCE software. .
UKFOURCE is written with a main program and calls to
subroutines, which successively call further subroutines, to
several tiers. At the top level, therefore, the program is
in block or. structured form. The presence of 301 subroutines
renders desirable a classification system to guide programmers
in pinpointing specific computations. This classification
system could be based on either direct logic flow (subroutine
calling trees) or on similarity in subroutine function. The
UKFOURCE. programmers chose the latter approach, and set up
ten functional .groups of subroutines called modules.
As the members of a single module perform related func-
tions, the.utility of the module classification system is
enhanced by maximizing the degree of independence between
modules. We have evaluated the coupling between modules in
terms of subroutine calling relationships. Except for utility
subroutines that can be called by any subroutine, and for one
anomalistic subroutine called STAFF, the degree of independ-
ence is greater than 90 percent (more than 90 percent of theFJ
subroutines.within a module call only subroutines within
that same module). The ten modules with their constituent
4-1
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subroutines are listed in Table 4-1.	 Some of the subroutines
is
have integers on the left and/or on the right, in the form:
f	 n > SUBROUTINE NAME > m
In this format, "n" indicates the number of calls to SUBROUTINE
NAME from outside the module, and "m" indicates the number of
outside subroutines it calls.	 Brief definitions of the generic ?i
functions of the modules are given in Table 4-2; descriptions
r	 of the individual subroutines can be found (in a different N
^_
order) in Appendix B of the TSI report (Ref. 10).
i	 In the original FOURCE, the main driver contained a section
of code (invoking subroutines) that was repeated. 	 RARDE
abstracted this section of code and packaged it as a separate
subroutine, STAFF.	 STAFF is included in the executive module, ill`
but calls 29 subroutines from other, modules, thereby function-
ing more like a main driver than like the other subroutines.
Hence its contribution to modular coupling is anomalistic,
and we conclude that UKFOURCE modules are substantially w
.independent, which will facilitate modifying the program. f
While UKFOURCE is in block form at the main program level,
within each subroutine the logic flow generally bears little
resemblance to contemporary ideals of structured programming.
While this lack of structure is not of particular importance
for the smaller, simpler routines, it is of paramount concern
in interpreting large and complex ones like VECTOR and SPEED
in which logic flow jumps back and forth, with at times up to
ten streams of logic crossing a single line of code. 	 This is
easy for computers to manipulate, once written, but is very
cumbersome for humans to write, to follow or to modify. 	 Such
a routine can, however, have these Criss-crossing logic streams
untangled in a straightforward way;' the identical logic can be
rewritten in completely structured form (block form atall f
t	 levels), in about the same number of lines.
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TABLE 4-2. GENERIC FUNCTIONS OF UKFOURCE MODULES
MODULE
	
GENERIC FUNCTION
(1) ARTILLERY STAFF	 Controls artillery staff processing functions.
PROCESSING	 It receives requests for artillery and
determines the allocations.
(2) BACKUP AND RECOVERY 	 Handles restart capability of UKFOURCE.
(3) BATTLEFIELD	 Calculates layout of, and motion on, the
REPRESENTATION	 battlefield.
(4) COMBAT SUPPORT	 Controls support of direct combat (artillery,
minefields, indirect fire, helicopters, etc.)
(5) DIRECT FIRE	 Controls process and consequences of close
combat on the battlefield.
(6) EXECUTIVE	 Contains the main program and other executive-
level routines; controls.the running of
UKFOURCE with its attendent files.
(7) STAFF PROCESSING	 Controls processing of non-artillery staff
functions like messages and scheduling.
I(8) TACTICAL DECISION	 Performs command/control functions for both
Red and Blue forces.
(9) TARGET ACQUISITION	 Controls the sensors and the accumulation
of intelligence information they provide.
(10) UTILITIES (GENERAL	 Contains assorted routines to be used by
ROUTINES)	 many other subroutines.
4-5
Once the program is structured, it can be interpreted R_
(and updated) much more readily by a programmer, and a parallel
English description (called Program Design Language, or PDL)
can be set up as an aid to the understanding. 	 This parallel
description substitutes an English descriptive phrase for one
or several lines of code, within the actual logic structure.
In this form a non-programmer can follow the program's logic r
flow.	 The PDL serves for structured programs as the older
flow charts did.for unstructured programs.
	 We have developed Ll
descriptions of the UKFOURCE main program and some of the
attendant subroutines in this PDL form.	 To accomplish this,
the logic in each has been untangled (it has been rendered )
in structured form), with the actual sequence of operations
remaining unchanged.	 Occasionally a "PROCEDURE" will be
referenced; it functions as a subroutine call, and is a f
section of code that was multiply-traversed in the unstruc-
tured version.	 In the structured version it merely is called
from several different locations in the code, to duplicate j
the original sequence.
The general format of the PDL is summarized in Table 4-3.
The logical structures are IF-choices and loops (DO and WHILE).
The simplest, the IF-choice, questions'whether a condition
Ij.
(within parentheses following the IF) is true or false.
	
If
true, the indented statements are processed; if false, they 1
are not processed. i^I_`	 Table 4 4 lists the subroutines for which PDL descriptions
(	 are provided in the rest of this section. 	 These descriptions t
should assist an analyst in locating quickly specific functions
in the code. r
r
In preparing to adapt UKFOURCE to an interactive environ-
ment, we believe that it would be important (for speed and
clarity) to ,structure the code in top-down order, in those
areas where modications will need to be made, and that PDL
4-5
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TABLE 4-3 CONCLUDED
WHILE (a given condition is true)
Perform this function
ENDWHILE
Notice that each such.process is completely in block form, and
begins with a key word (IF, WHILE, or DO) and finishes with END
suffixed by the beginning key ward (ENDIF, ENDWHILE, or ENDO).
With just these it is possible to duplicate all the FORTRAN logic
flows
•	 PROCEDUREs, as defined above, are listed in subroutine format
immediately following the subroutine that called them, separated
by a line of the characters "********	 ".
• Each program ends with ENDPROGRAM.
•	 Each subroutine ends with RETURN followed by END on the next line.
0	 Each prodecure ends with RETURN followed by END on the next line.
i^
r
tip ^
,l
f
s
fEll,
)e prepared for the involved subroutines. There-
:ailed modifications to UKFOURCE can be made with {
Lssurance.
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EXAMPLE SUBROUTINE CALLING TREES
aI el
i
4
-0.
PROGRAM UKFOURCE
# Main program of UKFOURCE: Performs initialization, calls
# subroutines to carry our basis computations, and incre-
ments the simulation time.
#
	
	 Initialize the data structures: CALL PLxRINIT
Set up dumping interval: CALL DUMPINIT
IF (starting run)
Open files: CALL OPENFTLES
Read staff function data: CALL PAMREAD
Read user options; initialize database: CALL INITS
Load Blue BG's into proper BDE's: CALL BDEBNS
Sort the Red BG list: CALL ROLSRT
Initialize cells for Blue and Red: CALL GRNLTR
Establish preliminary artillery: CALL PRPTGT
Initialize smoke cloud constants: CALL INITIAL
Set time to zero
Initialize periodic summaries (print and plot):
CALL IOCTRL
ELSE (restarting run)
Open files for restart: CALL ROPENFILES
IF (restarting from non-logging dump)
Recover from dump: CALL RECOV 4C
Report possible errors: CALL BACKUPERR
o ELSE (restarting from logging dump)
Recover from logging dump: RLOG 4C
Report any error: CALL BACKUPERR
ENDIF
ENDIF
Artillery preparation:
IF (.time < time for end of Red artillery preparation
minus 25)
IF (dump required at this time)
.	 Carry out a dump: CALL DUMP 4C
ENDIF
o Check if FOURCE controller has requested action:
CALL PLCHEK
IF (error)
Pause
ENDIF
Model combat support: CALL COMSUP
Control covering force: CALL CFCTRL
Perform staff functions: CALL STAFF
. Increment times 	 f
. Perform periodic summaries: CALL IOCTRL
ENDIF (end of artillery preparation)
M..-`is.^':—.	 ..>.,:..	 ...,.. .._..	 .,.: ...	 ..	 ,.....	 ...«n»-+.,	 _.a_
	 __...zrs-m-,........-•---_____.-. 	 . _....
{(G.
fl
k
# Begin major cycle;
# WHILE (time remains in major cycle)
IF (dump required at this time)
Carry out a dump; CALL DUMP 4C
ENDIF
Check if FOURCE controller has requested action:
CALL PLCHEK
IF (error)
Pause
P ENDIF
Set direction and. movement status for all units;
CALL 'VECTOR
Update dimensions of each smoke cloud; CALL SMKUPD
# a
# Begin minor cycle:
# WHILE (time remains in minor cycle)
K
•	
IF (new sorting needed of Red maneuver BG's)
Sort Red BG list: CALL ROLSRT
ENDIF
Compute Red and Blue unit speeds: CALL SPEED
' Model direct fire: CALL DIFIRE
#T
# Assume Blue BG gets the first shot, and Red must delay
# several major cycles before returning fire:
#
' WHILE (cycle over Red BG's)
.	 Check if Red can open fire; reset accordinglyP	 g Y
ENWHILE.	
Move units: CALL MOVE
Initialize cells for Blue and Red: CALL.GRNLTR
Increment minor time by one
ENDWHILE
A# End minor cycleY
# .>
Compute speeds of Red and Blue artillery and non-
BG command posts: CALL CPSPED
Model.combat.support: CALL COMSUP
. Move units (artillery, non-BG command posts-and
sensors):
CALL CPMOVE
WHILE (cycle through BG's)
IF (BG exists)
Compute enemy strength and distance to near-
est Red BG from Blue BG: CALL DSTSTR 	 a
ENDIF	 r
ENDWHILE.^
Control return of covering force: CALL CFCTRL
4-13
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Perform staff functionsc CALI, STAFF
Increment tines ^^^
Output time
Perform periodic su=naries: CALL IOCTRL
ENDWHILE
#	 End major cycle
Close files: CALL CLOSEFS
w
END PROGRAM
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SUBROUTINE PLYRINIT
	
P"	 #
	t "	 A Initialize the event flag clusters and global data areas
	
>F	 # used by UK4C and the controller process#
INCLUDE external files
Associate lst bank of event flags with UK4C
IF (not normal)
Write error message
ELSE'
Associate 2nd bank of event flags with UK4C
IF (not normal)
	
j	
Write error message
ELSE,
DO FOR parts of event flag bank:
Clear event flags of 1st bank 	 E
IF (not-normal)
Write error message 	 ` 6
ELSE
Clear event flags of 2nd bank
IF (not normal)
.Write error message
ELSE
Clear elements of global section	 #;
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDO
{ ENDIF
IL END	 j
	
:.^	 RETURN	 I
END
Ll
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SUBROUTINE DU14PINIT i
# Initialization routines for the backup and recovery-module,
# Opens the dump files and initializes all dump buffers.P	 P
INCLUDE external files
Initialize data
Set error plays and open dump files
Initialize dump buffers
RETURN
END
"mot
y
d
w f
i
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SUBROUTINE OPENFILES	 i
#
t # Opens files
# (Important note on direct access ,files: they must not
# increase in size during a run; otherwise, backup and
# recovery will scramble them.	 Use of MAXREC keyword is
# supposed to trap this.)
#
Initialize
1 #
# Unit 1 is opened and closed by the data-reading subroutine
# Unit 5 is opened by the operating system
# Unit 19 is used for output of RED losses due to mines and arty
#
Open files	 3,6,8--12,	 14-1.8,	 20-22,	 25--28 1	3340,
z IF	 (opening direct access files)
Open files 2,7,23,24,29,45,47 	 (these are direct access
files.)
ENDIF
RETURN
END
1SUBROUTINE PAMREAD
#
4#	 Reads in staff function data
INCLUDE external files
Read staff function data .
Scan facility titles and command names to find last
element used.
IF ( errors) fl
Enter error routine: CALL DERROR
ENJOIF
Initialize specific facility numbers
XET:f RN
f	
END
}
•
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SUBROUTINE DERROR (error #)
#	 Outputs error, and suspends execution with a PAUSE
fit.
#
Print error #
.PAUSE r
RETURN
END
^s
^ IIt
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SUBROUTINE INITS
Reads in all user optics; initializes the data base;
Defines format'of user option arrays
INCLUDE external files
Initialize variables
Load the RED battalion list
Initialize blue perceived weapons(class A) and location
Initialize RED perceived weapons and location
# Load one basic load of ammunition;
Load BLUE direct-fire
Load RED direct-fire
Load BLUE arty
Initialize RED stop
# Initialize starting strength (class A):
BLUE starting strength
Set distance to nearest blue for BN's in holding attack:
RED starting strength
Initialize units D,F,G,7: CALL ZZAP
Read in options for this run
IF	 (suppression)
Write header on unit 12 for suppression and movement
status
ENDIF
Close file 47 k
Initialize MI variables and arrays: CALL INIT-MI l"	 j
RETURN
END
ice, x a
^	 tjr
^^
^I
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SUBROUTINE	 ZZAP (array name, #elements, starting point),
Sets an array or part of an array to zeros.	 The array
can be of any type.
Declare variables
Initialize variables
IF (array >224) 
Note error: CALL DERROR
ENDIF
IF (array type and length are incommensurate with
.	 FORTRAN rules)
Note error: CALL DERROR
ENDIF
# Calculate #8-byte units, and remaining #bytes, in array
to be zeroed.	 (This allows the use of a pointer or an
array reference)
IF	 (#8-byte units> 0)
fi Zero the 8-byte units: CALL ZAP8
ENDIF
IF	 (# remaining bytes •> 0)
Zero these remaining bytes:
ENDIF
CALL ZAP1
RETURN
END.
a SUBROUTINE ZAP8 (array name, length)
i # yx F
E  Zero 8-byte units from ZZAP
#
Declare variables
DO for all 8-byte units !f
Zero each array element
ENDO
RETURN
END
_
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SUBROUTINE INIT_MI
# Initializes variables and arrays for the MI Module
(connected with ending a run
INCLUDE external file
Set up minefield density array
Establish initial values in array
RETURN t
END G
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SUBROUTINE BDEBNS
# Loads BLUE BN's info BDE's
INCLUDE external files
Declarations
Initialize variables
DO for all BN's
IF (the BDE number for the BN is not zero)
IF( Brigade status h6
Load BN into BDE
..	 ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDO
Store results on unit 6
RETURN
ND'
a	 j
i
1
9i* s
rr
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SUBROUTINE ROLSRT
# Provides a list of RED BN's sorted according to increasing
R	 # role
INCLUDE external files
Declare variables
DO cycle through BN ID's --
DO cycle through all higher BN ID's than current one
IF (higher-indexed BN has a larger role)
Swap places in BN list, for BN ID's and asso-
ciated variables
ENDF ^y
ENDO
ENDO
RETURN
END
 Y
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SUBROUTINE GRNLTR
't
#
# Controls the determination of which cells are occupied
t
Lt # b	 each Red and Blue maneuver and artillery unit and whatY	 Y
# fraction of that unit is contained in each cell.	 This 4,
# information is used to calculate the terrain and vegeta-
# tion types and the various obstacles that are encountered
# by a unit when calculating the speed of the unit and the
# possibility of firing in subsequent routines. 	 GRNLTR is
r
# called at the end of each minor cycle. T
#
INCLUDE external files
Initialize variables
4 DO for all REd maneuver BG's
IF (Red maneuver BG #> max Red maneuver BG #)
DO for Red artillery BG's
it IF (Red artillery BG #> max Red artillery
BG #)
DO for Blue artillery batteries
IF (Blue artillery battery #') maxF
Blue artillery #)
DO'for Blue maneuver BG's
IF (Blue maneuver BG # > max Blue;
.- maneuver BG #)
RETURN
ELSEy #
' # Granulate Blue maneuver BG's:
.	 .	 . Set unit as Blue maneuver BG
` . Granulate the unit: PROCEDURE ' k
PROCGRN r
ENDIF
r ENDO
.	 ELSE
# Granulate Blue artillery batteries
# Set unit as Blue artillery battery
Granulate the unit: PROCEDURE
PROCGRN
ENDIF
ENDO s
ti # ELSE
Granulate Red artillery BG's: 4
4-27
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PROCEDURE PROCGRN
Granulate units by cells
i
s
3
J
a^
Set unit as Red artllle.ry BG
Granulate the unit: PROCEDURE PROCGRN
ENDIF
ENDO
ELSE
# Granulate Red maneuver BG's
Set unit as Red-maneuver BG
Granulate the unit: PROCEDURE PROCGRN
ENDIF
ENDO
END
^s
Modify positions	 =t
Determine cells occupied and the arrangement by type:
CALL CELLS
IF (in cell other than 1st row, lst column)
Find fraction of unit in each cell: PROCEDURE
PROCFRA
ELS r
Set row and column #'s to minimum
ENDIF
RETURN
ENDPROCEDURE	 r"
PROCEFURE PROCFRA
#
# Calls appropriate subroutines to find fraction of unit in
each cell
IF	 (1 row, > 1 column)
.	 Calculate cell. occupations: CALL UNFRC2
ELSE IF
	 ( > 1 row, 1 column)
Calculate cell occupations : -CALF, UNFRC3
ELSE IF (2 rows, 2 columns)
.	 Calculate cell occupations; CALL UNFRC4
ELSE IF	 (> 2 rows, 2 columns)
.	 Calculate cell occupations: CALL UNFRC5
ELSE IF	 (,2 .rows,	 > 2 columns)
Calculate cell occupations: CALL UNFRC:6
ELSE IF	 ( >2 rows, >2 columns)
4-28
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Calculate Cell occupations: CALL UNFRC7
ENDIF
IF (unit is Blue-maneuver BG)
. Insert cell occupations
ELSE IF (unit is 'Blue artillery BG)
. Insert call occupations
ELSE IF (unit is Red ari- i 1 1 wry Rai
. Insert cell occupat.
ELSE IF (unit is Red m
Insert cell occupat.
ENDIF
RETURN
ENDPROCEDURE
R
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SUBROUTINE CELLS'
# Determine the cells occupied by a unit and the arrangement
# type which governs calling of subroutines for fractional 4
# cell computations !i
INCLUDE external files
Calculate limits and #'s of rows and columns
Determine arrangement type, to be used in calling frac-
tion-cell subroutines
L
.» RETURN !
END
f'L 4
t
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NIL
SUBROUTINE UNFRC
—
(
—
 means 2,3,4,5
.
,6 or 7)
# Utility routine for GRNLTR, which calculates the fraction
# of a unit within each occupied cell. There are 6 of these
# routines, with the "—" in the title being filled with
# 2•,3,4,5,6,7; these Vs are the arrangement types:
#
#	 type	 errors	 cols
#
#	 3
#	 4	 2	 2
#	 5	 >2	 2
#	 6	 2	 >2
#	 7	 >2	 >2
#
# Let A,B stand for row or column (depends on type)
INCLUDE external files
Calculate area of unit
Calculate y-dim for 1st A
Initialize cell counter
DO for middle A's
Calculate x-dim for lst B
Do for middle B's
Calculate x-dimension for B
ENDO
Calculate x-dim for last B
IF (A being serviced is not the last A)
Calculate y-dim for last A
ENDIF
ENDO
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE INITIAL
Initialize the smoke cloud constants that are used in
calculating the movement of a cloud
II INCLUDE external files
' Calculate some of the smoke cloud constantsw CALL SCONST
Set up smoke cloud constants array
RETURN
END
c^
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ROUTINE IOCTRL
# Controls the calling of pint and plot routine for the
	 1 a
periodic summaries
INCLUDE external files
Calculate and output staff processing statistics: CALL
STATS
Calculate and output list of communication nets, with
cumulative activity: CALL COMPRT	 " 	 r
IF (internal has passed for unit position output)
Output unit positions; CALL EPOSIT
ENDIF ^b
IF (interval has passed for BG, ARTY, and minefield
effects output)
Output BG, ARTY, minefield effects 	 )
END II'
RETURN
END	 '^ I
IF
s
4
j
f }
S^
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SUBROUTINE ROPENFILES#
# Called instead of OPENFILES for restart. Ensures that
# the direct access files are compatible with the run
# situation.
	
't.	 #	 INCLUDE exterior file
# Open units 2,3,6-12, 14-18, 20-29, 33-35, 38-40
Units 1, 4, 5, 19 are opened elsewhere
RETURN.
	
,.	 END
}
SUBROUTINE RECOV-4C
Main interface to the outside world for recovering from
a dump.
Looks at all dump headers to find the most recent dump to
use.
Recovers the 4C "DATABASE" from the chosen dump file.
INCLUDE external files
Declaration of variables
Set error flag
Force an initial dump file read
If (not a log dump)
Write to unit 6: "Recovery of data base starts"
Find most recent dump file: CALL GETDUMP
ENDIF
IF dump file exists
Skip header blocks
Recover all data:
CALL BRAINC
CALL BRBINC
CALL BRCINC
CALL BRDINC
CALL BREINC
CALL BRFINC
CALL BRGINC
CALL BRHINC
CALL BRIINC
CALL BRJINC
CALL BRKINC
CALL BRLINC
CALL BRMINC
CALL BRNINC
CALL BROINC
CALL BRPINC
CALL BRRINC
CALL BRSINC
CALL BRTINC
CALL BRUINC
CALL BRWINC
CALL KFERDA
IF	 (this is a log duinp)
Set dump index to 1
ENDIF
IF (not a log dump)
Write: "Recovery complete"
ENDIF
Reset error index
ENDIF
RETURN
END
4-36
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SUBROUTINE BACKUPERR
# Handles the error reporting for the backup and recovery
# module
# IF (erxor # is < o, or	 > 5)
Pause
ENDIF
IF	 (error # =o)
Write "Total elements of array 	 buffer size"
ELSE IF (error # =1)
Write "QIO failure in backup-recovery updatell
ELSE IF	 (error # =2)
f Write "Backup-recovery module failure"
ENDIF
Pause
RETURN
END
. 1
4p
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SUBROUTINE RLOG_4C	 -^
# Recovers 4C "DATABASE" from a specified logging dump
#
INCLUDE exterior files
a	 Declare variables
Prompt for name and directory of logging file
Open QIO channel; CALL QIOPEN
IF (error on opening)
Write "Error opening"
ELSE
• Recover from dump: CALL RECOV-4C
• Close	 QIO channel
•	
5
IF (error)	 fi
Write "Error closing QIO channel"
ENDIF
ENDIF	 t
RETURN
END
e
f	
rr
H.
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SUBROUTINE DUMP_4C
#
.'
# Main interface to outside world for dumping. 	 Creates
# dump header, copies all common block elements and other
# relevant data to dump file.
INCLUDE external files
Set error flag
IF (not a log dump)
Work at which dump file to use
.	 Set up dump header for this dump; CALL IDATE
ENDIF
IF	 (no errors)
Write-header
IF (input/output status block not normal)
Output IO status block; CALL QIOERR
ENDIF
Reset buffer
Handle rest of data:
E CALL BRPINC
CALL BRBINC
CALL BRMINC
' CALL BROINC
CALL BRPINC
f E CALL BRRINC
CALL BRPINC
i CALL BRT NC
CALL BRUINC !
CALL BRWINC I
I	 ` CALL FLUSHOUT
^. IF	 (error) f;
Report error: CALL PACKUPERR k
.± ENDIF
Transfer contents of direct access files to dump file:
CALL YFERDA
Tr Recall header block and update it
IF	 (no errors)
Write header
{ IF (10 status bllock out normal)
,.' Output IO status block: CALL QIOERR
ENDIF
IF	 (no errors)
.	 Write header again
.	 IF	 (I0 status block out normal)
.	 Output IO status block: CALL QIOERR
ENDIF
Report errors:
	
CALL BACKUPERR
IF (not 'log dump)
d
a
l 4-•39
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fUpdate last-dump index
Output message of creation of dump file
.	 ENDIF
. ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF	 `y
RETURN
END
a
p`
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SUBROUTINE PLCHEK
# Called every major cycle to see if the controller process
# has requested action via his event flags
#! INCLUDE external files
.
.Declare variables
V Loop over all event flags, taking action for each one that
# has been set:
DO for each event flag: 
r C Set one event flag.
IF	 (no error)
Lock out controller process to prevent use of the
a same option while we are processing the last re-
quest.
IF (option pointer is 1)
j Make backup dump at specified time, if reached.
Clear lock on this option
ELSE IF (option pointer is 2)
i Make logging dump at specified time, if reached,
to specified file
i Clear lock on this option
ELSE IF (option pointer is 3)
.f IF (controller's requested stop time has been
1 reached)
s ,.f ramSTOP progp	 g
ENDIF
ELSE IF (time for new set of output files)
r Output files
r ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDO
RETURN
END
i:i
I
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SUBROUTINE COr
	
'r	 #
Controls the calc
for both Blue ani
	
t	 INCLUDE extern
IF (game simu7
DO up to m^
	
= `Z	 IF (time
7, 	 1
{
i
P
ation of the efforts of combat support
ed
a
files
ion time ( artillery preparation time)'
initial firinct time)
r bet target unit iu !
'IF (target is a maneuver unit)
Set x,y coordinates
ELSE (target is an artillery unit)
Set s,y coordinates
ENDIF
Locate the aim points into arrays 4,
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDO
. With the preparation over, erase arrays and reset
firing rates
ENDIF
r Maintain suppression flags and duration counters: CALL
ARTSUP
Consider Red artillery firing (by NN): CALL REDARF
r IF	 (time. =	 (artillery preparation time -25))
Calculate the minefield casualties if unit is moving
through a minefield: CALL MINFLD
Consider Blue artillery firing by battery: CALL BLUARF
-	 Represent the allocation of helicopters to unit sectors:y
CALL BLUHEL !
Represent the allocation of close air support to unit
-i
h
sectors: CALL BLUCAS r
_.
ENDIF
{
f
RETURN
ND<s
,r
fi
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' SUBROUTINE CFCTRL €;
# Controls. the covering force, ensuring it returns under
# the operational control of battle groups 5 and 6,
INCLUDE external file
DO for battalions
IF (BN not destroyed)fiA
ri IF (BN location equals location of battle group 5)
}'. Merge battle groups: CALL OPCON
ENDIF
IF (BN location equals location of battle group 6)
Merge battle groups: CALL OPCON
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDO
RETURN
END
i
c
Y
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SUBROUTINE STAFF
Controls execution of staff processing functions
Initialize
Turn time checks on and off
Control sensors: CALL ONOFF
Direct movement of counter Battery Radars and Sound Ranging
Units: CALL DIRECT CBRSRG
Control Blue sensors: CALL BLUACQ
Control Red sensors: CALL REDACQ-
Utility functions CALL BLOP
Utility functions CALL REDOP
Utility functions CALL EWIN
Control staff messages: CALL PAM
Control ARTY Staff processing: CALL UKARTY
Update messages from all echelons of Red and Blue:
CALL MESAGE
Direct the tactical decision making for RED: CALL CMDRED
Direct the tactical decision making for RED: CALL C.MDBLU
RETURN
4
j,
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SUBROUTINE SMKUPD
B
^
#	 Updates the length, breadth and height of each smoke cloud.
:_ # pt
IF (smoke clouds exist)
DO for smoke clouds
Determine type, mass, time of impact, time since impact,
:f burn time of smoke round (lifetime).
a Calculate height, length and breadth of cloud: 1 F
CALL CLZIRK
Calculate head and tail parameters of cloud
` Calculate cloud transparency
IF (transparency sufficient for vision)
Remove cloud from consideration:	 CALL REMOVE
E Set height, width, upwind and downwind edges
a
Y'
of cloud
IF (desire printout of smoke cloud parameters)
Print smoke cloud parameters j
`! ENDIF
ENDIF
.	 ENDO
ENDIF
j RETURN
r	
a
END i
a.
fl
it
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SUBROUTINE DSTSTR
Computes enemy strength to 3000 m and distance to nearest
# Red battalion, from Blue battalion.
#
X
DO for all Red battalions
Determine Red SW and NE Y-coord's
IF (Blue NE Y-coord > Red NE Y-coord, and Blue SW
Y-coord	 Red SW-Y coord)
IF (BN's not destroyed)
Determine x-distance between Red and Blue
IF	 (this x-distance ig 3000 m) f
IF (using perceived instead of true strengths)
.	 Compute Red strengths to 3000 m
Save smallest distance -^
ENDIF t
^^
3
IF (vector magnitude distance between Blue )
and Red > x-distance between Blue or Red) )
Set vector magnitude distance = x-distance
ENDIF j
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF s
ENDO
r Compute current strength of Blue battalion .^
IF (Blue BN strength( 1)
Set BN strength = 1
i ENDIF
RETURN
END
c
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SUBROUTINE CLOSEFS
# k
F: # Close files at end of run, or if controller requests the
# switching of output files. 	 In the latter case, dump fi1.6s
# are left alone.
IF	 (closing all channels)
Close units 2,7,23,24,29
ELSE (close all channels except those assigned to direct
access files)
Close units,	 3,5,6,8,9,11.-18,21,22,25-28,33-41. r;
ENDIF
# Units 10,19,20 are not used
# Units 1,4 closed by READDATA t
# 'Units 30-32 are I/O backup channels, and are closed else-^
# where.
	
p
# 'Unit 45 closed by COMPRT
# Unit 46 closed by STATS
# Unit 47 closed by INITS
RETURN
k END
l., s
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APPENDIX B. SUMMARY OF TRASANA FOURCE SOFTWARE
TRASANA provided a complete set of FOURCE listings in
March, 1983. The description of the FOURCE software in this
section is based primarily upon the listings, with supplemen-
tal information drawn from the TRASANA documents referenced in
Appendix A.
Figure B-1 and Table B-1 summarize the software organi-
zation of FOURCE. Figure B-1 partitions the software into
12 separate modules that interact hierarchically. Each module
consists of a set of Fortran program units that model a speci-
fied function. Each module (except the utilities module) in-
cludes a single top-level driver that controls the execution
of all of the program units. The absence of control coupling
between modules would simplify using a module as a separate
program, but the modules are coupled through access to common
data structures, particularly Fortran named COMMON blocks.
Table B-1gives the name of the top-level unit in each module.
The executive module comprises 32 program units. Subrou-
tines in this module model the grid representation of the
battlefield, compute the effects of mines and smoke, determine
.movement direction and speed for all units, and perform house•
keeping functions. This module also contains the main driver
that controls the FOURCE simulation. Figure B-2 is a simpli-
fied representation of the FOURCE control logic. FOURCE is a
time-step simulation that uses both major and minor cycles.
The major cycle, whose nominal value is one minute, contains
six minor cycles. At the start of each major cycle, the.pro-
gram performs six minor cycles, alternately updating unit
locations and modeling direct fire. The program then accounts
for the effects of combat support (e.g., artillery and heli-
copters) on conflict resolution. The remaining functions then
model sensor acquisition of targets and generation of spot reportst
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{	 staff processing of the sensor reports, and command/control.
f	 of the maneuver units.
Figure B-3 is a more detailed (but still simplified)
representation of the FOURCE main driver using the procedure
description language (PDL) notation defined in Section 4.
3 The outer WHILE loop controls the time stepping by major
cycles, and the inner WHILE loop corresponds to the iteration
over minor cycles. 	 The first operation within each major
cycle uses the commands from the previous cycle to update the
movement status and direction for all maneuver units.	 Comput-
ing the speed of movement, modeling direct fire, and moving
the units are then all performed on a minor cycle basis. 	 Separ-
ate modules perform the target acquisition and command functions
for the opposing sides (Blue and Red).
Tables B-2 through B-13 define the software modules in Figure
B-1 by listing all of the program units in each module. 	 For
each subroutine, the table gives the number of Fortran state-
ments and the total number of lines in the source file.. 	 The
total number includes comment lines and compiler instructions,
so the difference between the two table entries provides an
estimate of the extent to which the subroutine is commented.
The 255 program units contain a total of 31,040 lines, 19,267
of which are Fortran statements 	 These totals do not count
the COMMON blocks, which are stored in separate files. 	 The
average subroutine contains 122 lines, 38% of which are
comments.	 These statistics indicate that FOURCE is a modular
program with extensive comments. 	 Some of the subroutines,
however, are much larger than average. 	 The largest subroutines
are CMDBDE (1198 lines)	 and DIFIRE (734 lines)-; these impor-
tant routines are more difficult to understand because of their
size.
The software makes extensive use of Univac packing routines
( (particularly the functionBITS) and some use of Univac assembly
language for dynamic memory allocation.
1
i
i
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MAIN +`.
# al
Initialize data structures.
" t
WHILE (time remains in simulation)
$(
Set direction and movement status
for all units:	 CALL VECTOR.
WHILE (time remains in major cycle)
Compute unit speeds: 	 CALL SPEED..
Model direct fire: 	 CALL DIFIRE.
jMove units:	 CALL MOVE.
Advance time by one minor cycle.
$7
Model combat support: 	 CALL COMSUP.
Model target acquisition by Blue:	 CALL BLUACQ.
Model target acquisition by Red:
	
CALL REDACQ. I'
Perform staff functions: 	 CALL PAM. 1'
Perform artillery functions:	 CALL USARTY.
Model Blue command/control: 	 CALL CMDBLU.
Model Red command/control: 	 CALL CMDRED.
Advance time by one major cycle. ,r
IF (user requested)
3
Write out current battle status.
1
END }
Figure B-3.
	
PDL description of FOURCE
main driver.
t !
B-6
t
Fortran
Program unit Total	 lines statements
ASMBLE 67 22
CELLS 64 28
CLZIRK 33 31
CPMOVE 310 191'
CPSPED 348 181
DEGFCI 205 76
DEGFC2 117 43
DEGFC3 -107 40
DEGFC4 122 66
DEGFC5 102 33
DIRECT 66 27
GRNLTR 187 105
MAIN 204 144
MINEMO 86 27
MOVE 428 214
NEARX 76 23
ONOFF 83 67
RDRVRC 154 58
REDJAM 46 41
REMOVE 19 18
ROLSRT 70 22
SPI KCOV 81 58
SMKUPD 61 52
SPEED 311 163
SUPWRT 64 41
UN FRC2 66 28
UNFRC3 66 28
UNFRC4 66 28
UNFRC5 74 33
UNFRC6 74 33	 .
UNFRC7 75 37
VECTOR 374 183
I
32 4206 2141
Average: 131 67
B
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TABLE B-2. M()= 1: EXECUTIVE
Tbp-Level Unit: NAIN
7
tt
TABLE B-3. MODULE 2: DIRECT FIRE
Top-Level Unit: DIFIRE
Fortran
Program Unit Total	 lines statements
ATCOEF 480 223
BLLOSS 152 53
CLENUP 129 60
DIFIRE 734 .356
DSTROY 88 35
ERASE 61 22
FRCTIR 294 95
GAPLOS 95 60
GBDACQ 89 52
GOEDET 144 615
GRDACQ 89 53
HBKLRT 69 36
HRKLRT 62 35
LOSEFF 161 110
POSTUR 115 66
RDLOSS 153 53
SMKOUT 37 34
SMOKFR 83 52
SPSHUL 146 57
19 3181 1509
Average: 167 168
ig
fl)^J
B-8
Fortran
Program unit Total	 lines statements
ARTSUP 133 44
BAREFX 113 47
BARRAR 175 75
BARRCP 98 37
BARTMU 254 99
BARRSN 112 39
BLUARF 201 85
BLUCAS 109 41
BLUHEL 139 53
CLDPTH 179 133
COMSUP 102 32
CPOMGE 45 36
DERROR 11 9
ESLINT 32 15
EXSCOR 43 39
FASCAM 67 20
INSECT 57 16
INSERT 22 21
MINFLD 224 97
PRPTGT 48 39
RARBAR 204 92
RARBCP 104 38
RARBMU 260 102
RARBSN 107 36
RAREFX 105 38
REDARF 234 91
SMASSP 16 15
SMKMIS 62 48
28 3256 1437
Average:	 116 51
i
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•"`	 TABLE B-4. MODULE 3: COMBAT SUPPORT
Top-Level Unit:	 COMSUP
t.:. .r... _.. ^	 ^ .. _.:	 f	 _._	 __	
.. x..	 •3:, 1.
TABLE B--S. MODUM 4: BLUE TAFGET ACQUISITION
Top-Level Unit: BLUACQ
a:
Fortran
Program unit Total	 lines statements
BLUACQ 140 113
MOV 119 98
OVICON 25 16
RPV 230 178
SOTCON 14 11
TAANTI 54 26
TAANT2 90 72
TABCBR 142 31
TABFOA 115 98
TABFOB 22 93
TABGSA 41 39
TABGSR 32 29
TABOVA 72 54
TABOVI 59 44
TABRPA 58 51
TABRPV 55 43
TABSOT 65 48
TABSTA 77 60
TABUGA 56 43
TABUGS 89 43
TGTDTI 66 36
TGTDT2 72 47
TGT DT3 41 -	 27
TGTDT4 28 21
TGTDT5 64 30
25 1826 1351
Average:
	
73 54
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Fortran
Program unit	 Total lines statements
REDACQ
	
109 101
TARCBR	 41 34
TARGSA	 41 38
TARGSR	 34 27
TARRCN	 110 85
TARRNA	 117 95
TRDETI	 50 34
TRDET2	 74 48
TRDET4	 22 14
9	 598 476
Average:	 66 53
i	 ^^
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TABLE B-6. MODULE 2: RED TARGET ACQUISITION
Top-Level Unit: REDACQ
TABLE B-7. MODULE 6; STAFF FUNCTIONS
4
'
	
	 t
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Top-Level Unit: PAM
i
Fortran
Program unit Total	 lines statements
AOI 354 249
ASAC 191 116
BLOP 291. 259
CFOLD 54 31
CFREP 75 44
CNET 6 86
COMPRT 51 38
COMQIN 88 68
COMQUE 68 38
COURER 39 31
CPNR 34 26
CPTYPE 124 114
CSMSG 84 55
CSNET 87 65
DBLOSS 62 47
DBUP 60 37
DISTR 60 47
EWIN 92 78
FL GSTS 48 43
FMRPBQ 89 38
GEN 66 46
GETAD 100 59
HFSIG 54 34
HTMOD 58 35
JGREEN 58 54.
LNK.AGE 74 59
LOGG 97 79
MSGTO 25 20
NOISY 26 18
OPSFAC 254 202
OTTU 106 54
PAM 181 117
PRODLY 40 83
QCHECK 70 45
REDI 34 26
REDOB 65 49
RE DO P 91 66
SIGCON 254 166
SITREP 12 10
SNRPT 312 254
SNRR 119 93
SPOT 100 93
STATS 105 78
it
TABLE B'-7. CONCLUDED
Program unit	 Total linesJ
OF
ti.
1
Fortran
statements
TNPINT 267 118
TSCHED 213 133
UHFREL 35 31
ULOC 78 55
VHFSIG 36 21
ZSNITF 23 22
48 4952 3602
Average: 103 75
^	 :.•
. TABLE §-8, MODULE 7: ARTILLERY CONTROL
T p Leve} Unit:  USA T
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TABLE B-9. MODULE 8; RED COMMAND/CONTROL
Top-Level Unit: CMDRED
Fortran
Program unit Total lines statements
CMDRDV 384 301
CMDRED 97 66
CMDREG 314 243
CRMAX 26 18
FIRRED 243 175
FIRRST 144 115
MESAGE 485 325
PUTRS 67 54
REDBN 70 47
REDEAD 232 166
10 2062 1510
Average: 206 151
Fortran
Program
	
unit Total	 lines statements
BDEBNS 166 130
BDEINT 176 142
CNMAX 25 17
CMDBDE 1198 809
CMDBDV 250 170
CMDBLU 199 107
DEFEND 312 240
DELAY 225 173
DSTSTR 47 34
JLDATA 105 77
MVRN F 112 70
RELOAD	 - 128 79
RESERV 37 28
RE.SREQ 229 133
SM'KMIS 62 48
SUPSIT 32 21
UPBDBN 67 53
WITHDR 157 119
18 3527 2455
Average: 196 136
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TABLE B-10. MODULE 9 BLUE COMMAND/CONTROL
Top-Level Unit: CMDBLU tt
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1TABLE B-11. MODULE 10: MOVE LATERALLY
Top-Level Unit: CMDMOV
f
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Fortran
Program unit Total	 Lines statements
ADJUST 264 176
CNKPOS 30 21
CMDMOV 13 9
CMMAX 25 17
FDNCEL 43 32
MSN4 134 88
MVLAT 547 360
REVIVE 296 242
9 164 1031
Average: 167 115
z
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TABLE B-12: MODULE 11: INTELLIGENCE
el Unit:	 BLUINT
Fortran
Program	 unit Total	 lines statements
ADDREC 61 46
B02T03 85 67
BLYINT 39 26
DBD 77 42
DBR 51' 30
ITALK2 131 83
INTFAC 212 169
MERGE 91 59
MTHRST 296 243
REDUN 266 203
TRUINT 89 66
TYPSZE 119 81
UNTECH 34 27
13 1551 1142
Average: 119 88
1I
t	 TABLE B-13. MODULE 12: ACQUISITION UTILITIES
Top-Level Unit: NONE
Program unit Total	 lines Fortran
statements
AQTPAM 67 26
PRTACQ 240 105
TAINTI 101 47
TAINT2 152 101
TPLSGI 58 32
VTRACE 105 61
6 723 372
Average:	 121 62
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PREFACE ,
This is the fourth of a series of reports on a two-month
effort to conduct a preliminary design of an automated CPX'
support system.	 The effort was performed for the Jet Pro-
pulsion Laboratory of the California Institute of Technology
under Contract No. 956622.
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1.1	 SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT APPROACH
tit We describe herein an approach to development of an automated
CPX support system that emphasizes close interaction with the
ultimate user of the system.	 It is based on fielding succes-
sively larger and more complex increments of the system so
that user experience can be fed back into the design.
	 We
believe that an incremental approach is prudent because of
the uncertainties associated with building such a large-sys-
tem; each phase provides results that can be used to improve
the estimates of computer hardware/software requirements and
to refine the design of the application programs.
	 From the
user s perspective, this approach has the advantage of pro-
viding an initial capability earlier than would otherwise be
possible; experience in using the system should provide him
-; with insights on the implications of an automated system for
his exercise plans.
1. INTRODUCTION
RDA has performed a two-month effort to develop a prelimi-
nary design for an automated system to supports corps-level
command post exercises. As the first task in this effort,
we identified and documented user requirements for such a
system (Ref. 1) . The second task was to perform a func-
tional analysis based on the requirements and to develop
a preliminary functional design (Ref. 2). Another task,
reported on in Reference 3, was to examine the suitability
of the TRASANA FOURCE computer program for inclusion in the
automated CPX support system. As the final task, we have
prepared -a preliminary program plan for development of the
system which is documented in this report. p
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The first and smallest increment to be fielded would provide
for limited play of one brigade. It would involve very
limited representations of combat support and combat service
support. This phase could use leased equipment or a computer
service bureau, thereby deferring hardware purchases until
the estimates of processing requirements can be confirmed
experimentally. Capabilities to include play at division
and finally corps level would be added in steps. Likewise,
more detailed representations of artillery and air along
with logistics also would be included in steps.
The set of computer programs.that the.role-players (or player
controllers) interact with and that calculate the outcomes
of combat, combat support and combat service support processes
are of course central to an automated exercise support system.
The performance requirements for programs which represent
models of maneuver unit behavior can be defined to a reason-
able degree of specific,;.ty based on descriptions of the
opposing units' organizations, their weapon systems and the
terrain on which they will -operate. On the other hand, the
amount of detail that must be accommodated for combat support
and combat service support depends upon the degree to which
the user wishes those units to participate in the exercise
as players, i.e., which portions of the units are to be
trained. For example, if air units are to be trained in
planning individual missions, the models representing air
and air defense operations must be sensitive to mission pro-
files; hence, highly detailed and complex. If on the other
hand, air units (and air defense) are directed by role-
players, their representation can be more highly aggregated
and simple, requiring much less computational powe-Y.
2'
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For purposes of development of an preliminary program plan,
it has been assumed herein that the FOURCE simulation model
is used as the kernel of the automated CPX support system.
This assumption was made in order to have a basis for iden-
tifying tasks that would have to be accomplished and for
estimating schedules.
I't also was assumed that additions would be made to the
FOURCE kernel to represent combat support and combat service
support.	 Those additions are assumed to be the minimum essen-
tial needed to satisfy the user requirement that logistics;q
and personnel decisions made by the players have the proper
l	 `^ impact on the tactical situation.	 This requirement does not
,x
necessarily imply that combat service or combat service sup-
;
j
port units participate as players	 in the exercise.
One version of the FOURCE model runs on a VAX 11/780 computer; ^ •
therefore,	 for planning purposes.we have elected to use that
equipment as representative for costing purposes. 	 That
r machine is made by the Digital Equipment Corporation, which
also makes the IVIS microcomputer-based videographics system.
1C Therefore, for convenience we also have used that equipment
as representative for costing purposes.. 	 The preliminary
1. design report	 (Ref. 2)	 describes the selected computer hard-
ware and vendor software, and presents a cost breakdown.
The following sections of the report describe the suggested
} increments of capability,	 the rationale for their selection,
f ;1 major development tasks that would have to be accomplished,
and estimated schedules and costs forea development program.
i
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2. DEVELOPMENT PLAN
The preliminary development program consists of four phases,
all of which overlap in time. Each phase leads to the
fielding of an exercise support capability that is useful
in its own right and can be used beneficially for exercise
and evaluation purposes. The use of each provides a mecha-
nism for feeding back user experience to improve subsequent
capabilities. Each phase includes a task to develop a more
detailed development plan and system design for the succeed-
ing phase.
2.1 PHASE 1 - BRIGADE EXERCISE SUPPORT
The primary objective of the first phase of the development
^^I	 program is to provide to the user an initial exercise support
f
	
	
system capability. The initial capability would support a
brigade-level exercise. The command control and message flow
structure of FOURCE would. be exploited to substitute a live
brigade headquarters and up to five subordinate maneuver bat-
talion headquarters for their counterpart computer-played
_	 headquarters now in FOURCE. Only the minimal necessary
L,
	
	
changes would be made to the model to support the one brigade
and its battalions on an interactive basis. The auxillary
objectives are to demonstrate the utility of FOURCE for
interactive applications, to obtain more accurate estimates
of 'computer resource requirements for a complete system, and
to develop a more detailed design for modifying FOURCE. In
accord with these objectives, the existing software would be
modified in the most expedient manner to ' exploit the model's
existing capabilities.
({	 P.i2.ECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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The existing doctrinal attack in echelon by the opposing
force would be retained. The opposing force command struc- ` ^
 would continue to be non-interactive; i.e., its- tactical
decisions would be made by the computer based on existing
decision rules. Firefights of approximately thirty minutes
or so would be played. No videographics would be employed
in this phase.
One emphasis in this phase is on developing the message
flow from subordinate units represented in the computer to
battalion headquarters. It is envisioned at this time that
computer-generated messages on enemy contact, unit position
location and status and so forth would be printed out for
transmission by role-players via telephone or radio to
brigade. orders from brigade also would be put into the
t.	 computer by role players. The second emphasis is on vali-
dating the combat resolution models of the combat processes
now in FOURCE. The third, and most important, thrust of
this phase is to get a preliminary support capability into
the hands of the users so that they have an opportunity to
contribute their operational knowledge and.experience to
the design and development of later versions and the target
system.
'i
2.2	 PHASE 2 - LIMITED DIVISION EXERCISE SUPPORT
The- primary objective of 'this phase of the program is to r
field the capability to support division-level exercises
involving all four maneuver brigades. 	 Accomplishing this
requires obtaining and installing both the central system
and enough satellite systems to support the exercise
director's staff, the brigade role players, and OPFOR9	 P	 Y ri
I(although the OPFOR satellite need not have the full comple-
ment of hardware).	 Videographics would be made available for
interactive use by the role-players and the exercise
director's staff.	 The opposing force also would be made
interactive so that their use of tactics other than those P
1 currently programmed into FOURCE could be accommodated if
desired.	 We anticipate that the capability.to revert to the
^r stylized attack on a non-interactive basis will be retained.
This approach would have the advantage of allowing the exec-
< cise staff to conduct limited evaluations without having to.
staff the OPFOR unit.
^ f
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A major change would be made to the software during this
^
S	 - phase to extend the model down to company-level resolution
di
n
for Blue.	 Only limited representation of combat support and
41 combat service support elements would be included during this
C i` phase.	 During this phase, all software would be brought
under formal configuration control. 	 The development of all
s•
application software	 (including modifications to FOURCE)
would be accomplished using modern methods oftop-down
design, step-wise refinement, and structured programming.-
I^
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The detailed design and development of the satellite systems
[j to be used in the various role-player cells will be accom-
_plished during this phase. 	 This will provide the opportunity
to validate the preliminary hardware selection.	 In addition,
G
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more substantial changes will have been made in the software
which will provide the additional opportunity to have bench-
marks against which to assess the capacity of the central
computer system to handle a corps-level system.
2.3 PHASE 3 - FULL DIVISION CPX SUPPORT
The objective of this phase is to develop and field the
increment of capability required to support a CPX for a full
division.- Role-player hardware and software will be included
now for the combat brigade (air assault), for fixed-wing air'
support, division artillery and logistics including resupply,
maintenance and personnel as well as for other user-selected
combat support and combat service support elements.
Additional exercise management capabilities to be provided
are	 (1)	 the ability to record and replay in accelerated time
the status of forces and	 (2)	 the capability to back the exer-
cise up to some previous point to allow the exercise to
proceed from different tactical decisions.
f,
Formal documentation of the application software will be con-
tinued through this phase.	 Final decisions on the target
system hardware configuration will be made based on the ade-.
r	 quacy of the capacity and responsiveness of the then-current
hardware and software combination. f
2.4	 PHASE 4 - CORPS AUTOMATED CPX SUPPORT SYSTEM
.
^ t
The objective of this phase is to install the final increment
.of exercise support capability.	 The capability to be pro-
vided will support a corps consisting of three divisions and
a separate brigade/regiment plus corps organic combat support ±	 `
8
l ^
and combat service support.
	 The effort involved in this
phase primarily involves adding the hardware and integrating 3
the software for the additional units.
	 The final formal b
f documentation on the system would be developed and delivered
i_
during this phase.
2.5	 PROGRAM SCHEDULE
Y
' It is estimated that the four phases of the development
program could be accomplished within a period of 24 months,
thereby allowing time for user evaluation and feedback.
	 The
schedule could be compressed by combining some of the tasks.
The duration of and relationship between the phases are shown
in Figure 1.
f
2.6	 PRELIMINARY PROGRAM COST ESTIMATE
E	 f
It is estimated that the total program will cost approximately
F	
1
$4,991,000.
	 This	 is	 itemized by phases
	 in Figure 2.
Labor cost is estimated at a wraparound rate of $110,000 per i
man-year.
	 Material cost is manufacturer's list price,
including an allowance for taxes, spares, and miscellaneous'
items.
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Phase
Months
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10	 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
1. Brigade exercise
support
2. Limited division
exercise support
Full	 n3.	 I	 id'visi o
exercise support
4. Corps  automated
CPX support
system
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Figure 1. Preliminary program schedule.
Phase Labor Material Total
1.	 Brigade exercise support $ 400,000 $	 153,000 $ 553,000
2.	 Limited division exercise support 900,000 343,000 1,243,000
Full division CPX support 900,000 230,000 1,130,000
4.	 Corps automated CPX support system 9000000 572,000 1,472,000
5.	 Central computer system 545,000 545,000
6.	 Central computer maintenance 48,000 48,000
(24 mo @ $2000/mo)
Totals $3,100,000 $1,891,000 $4,991,000
i
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